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&c., but simply to substitute
Amrrican for foreign manufactures. We
commend therefore the perusal of the following article to our women, as good war reading:
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Gnssettings,

386, Wahhinotoh St., Bath.
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It is sixteen years since this remedy was introduced,
and it ha* constantly pained in public estimation.
For Sale by the Proprietor,

A. PARSONS, M. D.t Druggist,
New Orleans, July 2, 18<i2.
Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.
Mu Dear Sir:— I am as jealous of the good
" F.
Apothecaries ceucopinion of my friends, a* 1 am careless of the r»lly. Phillips. L. C. Gilson, andjnl2dtf
slanders of my enemies, and your kind expressions in regard to Order No. 28, leads me to
say a word to you on the subject.
EDWARD 1\ BANKS,
What was the state of things to which the
72 EXCHANGE STREET.
Woman order applied?
We were two thousand five hundred men, in
miles
two
to
four
seven
a city
Nor Custom Doim and Past flirt, Pori land, Jlainr,
long, by
wide,
ofa hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants, all
DEALER IX
hostile, bitter, defiant, explosive, standing, literally, on a magazine; a spark only needed for
destruction. The devil had entered the hearts
of the women of this town, (you know seven
of them chose Mary Magilalcn for a residence)
—AXD—
to stir up strife in every way possible. Every j
opprobrious epithet, every insulting gesture,
f
was made by these bejeweled, becrlnolined,
and laced creatures, calling themselves ladies, i SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS, CUPS, BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,
towards my soldiers and officers, from t he win- ;
dows of houses, and in the streets. How long
SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES,
do you suppose our flesh and blood could have
stood this without retort? That would lead
to disturbances and riots, from which we must
clear the street* with artillery—and then a
howl that we had murdered these tine women. I
1 had arrested the men who had hurrahed for
Beauregard. Could I arrest the women ? No.
PLATED TEA SETS. CASTORS, AND CAKE
What was to lie done ? No order could lie
BASKETS, BUTTER KNIVES, A SPOONS.
made, save one, that would execute itself.—
With anxious, careful thought, 1 hit upon this:
Shell and Horn Combs, Fans, Canes, Accordeons
“Women who insult my soldiers are to be reCard Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
garded as common women, plying their voca- Wallets,
Teeth, Hair, and Shaviug Brushes; Karina Cologne,
tion.”
Lubin’s Extracts; CLOCKS.
Bray how do you treat a common woman,
Quadrants, Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors’
plying her vocation, in the streets ? You pass
tier by unheeded. She cannot insult you! As
and Mariners’ Compasses, Gunter's Scales, Dividers,
a gentleman you can and will take no notice
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments,
of her. If she speaks, her words are not opLand Chains, Thermometers, Linen Proven,
Opera
probrious. It Is only when she becomes a con- Glasses.
tinuous aud positive nuisance that you call a
Chart*, Bowditch’s Navigator, Blunt’s ('oast Pilot
watchman, and give her in charge to him.
Nautical Almanacs, Sumner's Method, Ship Mister’s
But some of the Northern editors seem to
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Friend or Manual.
think that whenever one meets such a woman,
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
one must stop her, talk with her, insult her, or
hold dalliance with her, and so from their own
Freight, Ac., Ac.
conduct they construed my order.
Watcbe« nnd Jewelry Repaired.
The editor of the Boston Courier may so
deal with common women, and out of the
CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED AND RATED
ubundancc of the heart his mouth may speak—
£yTitue determined by transit..jjg
but so do not I.
d2taw& wtf
Portland, June 23. 1862.
Why, these she-adders of New Orleans,
themselves, were at once shamed into proprieMauled,
ty of conduct by the order, and from that day
SITUATION on a Farm for a smart, active boy,
no woman has either insulted or
annoyed Mny
13 years old, who is used to the business.
live soldier or officers, and of a certainty no
For further iuforraation inquire at
soldier has insulted any woman.
326 CONGRESS STREET.
ju!8—2wd

In addition to the foregoing, at the
expiration of
hi* term of enlistment, or upon his honorable discharge from service, he will receive a further ca*h
bounty of seventv-five dollars, which, in the eveut of
his death, i* payable to hi* family.
Recruiting agent* will receive authority in writing
from the Adjutant General, and such other persons
a* may hereafter tie designated.

By order of
dAwtf

the

Uoininander-in-Uhief.
JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adjutant General.

STATE

OF

AND FANCY

Widgery’s Wharf,)
LYNCH.

runutD,

d.lm

T. R.

And all other articles
Taint E*tabli*hinent.

BURNHAM,

Photographic Artist,
PORTLAND.

1STew

is the only Room when* either of tlie Burn11IIIS
hams
interested in the City, .1. U. 1*. Burn895

having sold his Boom and

to Mew

gone

York,

Broadway.

T. R. BURNHAM

CHAR. r. ( RODMAN.

ME.

f'ongrcna,

on

corner

well

selected *tock of

jc24tf

TUO*. H. POOR.

[

I
1
J_I

TERMS MODERATE. FOR ROARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

SAC* A DA HOC'14 HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,

Proprietor,

BATH, MAINE.
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulsituated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from
the sea. and affords one of the most
i__i
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Saga da hock is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best ap|>ointed Hotels iu the State, located
within three minutes walk of the
Depot. Steamboat
Landing. Host Office. Custom House. Ac., being directly iu tlie business centre of the City.
Terms Made rate fcy the Week ar Day,
;

ly

Bath, June 23, 1*2.

JOHN

dtf

STREET.

PORTLAND. ME.

of the Season

Served up at all hours.

-DEALERS IN-

TURTLE 80UP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

Corn, Flour and Grain,

BROOK TROl’T ami all kiada af GAME
PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

Portland. Me.
j.'23tr

3" Frog, Served to Order. -HZ

Manufacturing Jeweler,

STATE OF

SILVERSMITH.

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23, 1H*52.
tf

It.

Work.

IT.

Work

and

Flatulency.

PREVENTS.Liver Complaint.-& Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July 1, 1*2.

and

Grindstones.

PORTLAND, ME.

J. L. WI\SLOW, Agent,
MANUFACTURER

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
FOR THE

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam

sale

Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.

GAS KITTING,

Done in the beat

This remedy has obtained a great reputation fo^
Extraordinary ( urea in all Stage* or
Consumption. It is recommended by
many thousand Physicians in the United State's ami
having been used with result* unparalleled in the annals of medicine.
The Hypttpkaspkite* have a two-fold ami
action: on the one hand increasing the principle
which Constitutes Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the JIoht Powerful Blood Generating Agents Known.
In eases of Nervous Debility
or Postration of the Vital powers, from
any cause,
the Remedy has uo superior.

manner.

ni*>st

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
jnUdtf
Portland, me.

H AMSO
SION

AND

Europe—
specific

NT,

ORNAMENTAL

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
tv Orders solicited.
je3n—3in

WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION
Is ttia only reliable form of llYropitoapHtTKiv made
after the Original Formula of Dr. Churchill.
qniiE for axd Use no other!

fc^Tx-

L. J, CROSS,
141 Middle Street,

A

Me.

Pert In nd.

Watch-Maker,
faction.

bottles. 31—Six
Bottles, 32—Three

bepot

J.

respectable
in the

Uni-

WINCHESTER, 36 John Street, N. Y.

IIKOWV

Successor to

Manning

Commission
Alt

ounce
ounce

Bottles for 95. In sixteen
for 36.
Circulars gratis.
Sold bv all
Druggist*, and at the Sole General
ted States, by

jr«23tf

I>.

seven

Brown,

k

merchant,
Seminal Weakness, aud
Spermatorrlnra,
Irritability in either Sex.
or

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS AND GRAIN,
dtf

MOODY,

merchants,

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
We believe it to be, in the treatment of Sf*erma-

torrktra as near a Specific as auv medicine can be.’*
—B. Keith, 31. I).—.American Journal of Medical
Science.
I have found them all that could be desired. Their
effect ha* been truly ironderfnl. 1 used them in a
case of Spermatorrhoea of long standing w hich has
been under treatment for year*. I think three boxes
will complete the enre.”—E. P. Dickee, 31. IV

FRANKLIN C MOODY.

June 23.

oodtf

r S^l'his is
any mercury

not a Homeopathic
or other deleterious

I coi with it.
CLASS

FIRST

Nowiiig-3Iiu*hiiieN.

remedy,

ingredient

Sold at wholesale by W. F\ PHILLIPS,
Portland, 3Ie.
Juuc23d& w4w
At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the < ounty of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
ARLES D. AKERS, Administrator of the estate of Benjamin Paul Akers, late of Portland,
in said
County, (teceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate for probate:
It MU Ordered, That the «aid Administrator give
notice to all |»er*on* inteiested, hv cuu-ing BOHn to
In* published three week* successively, in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland.
on flm first Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not lie allowed.
WILL1A3I G. BARROWS, Judge,
A true copy.
•3
Attest: EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
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-AMD-

part

Manufacturers.
[

k

|
SLOAT

Every

Machine

STORER A
58

ELIPT1C.

it*

Warranted.

CUTLER, General Agents.
GO

Middle

julldtf

hy

FOR

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

PORTLAND. Mk

KAA QUINTALS Nice English Codlish,
»JUO 100 do.
do.
do.
Pollock,
t’argoes of Schooner* Flora and Sarah, now lauding,

July 8th, 18*32.

CONGKI>S STREET SEMINARY,

Street,

Mb
and for sale

i

j

fully

GEORGE TREFETHEX k CO.
*dlw

giving

portation

ISRAEL WASHBURN. Jn„
Governor of Maine.

1 .\T K A <’T t>nm mi Act of Congress, upproved July 28, 1*81, entitled, "An act to provide for
the suppression of rebellion against, and resistance to
the laws of the United States, and to amend the act
entitled, ‘an act to provide for calling forth the militia.' 4c.. passed Feb. 28, 1798":
"Sectior 3. And he it further maeted. That the
militia so calknl into the service of the United States,
shall be subject to the same rules and article* of war
as flu* troops of the United States, and be continued
in the service of the United State-, until
discharged
by proclamation of tlie President: /*rorided, Trial

such continuance in service shall not extend
sixty days after tlie commencement of the next session of Congress, link's* Congress shall expressly
provide law therefor: And provided further, That
the militia so calk'd into the service of the United
State* shall, during their time of service, be entitled
to the same pay, rations, and allowance* fdrclofhing.
as are or may ’be established by law for the armv of
t he U nited State*.
j\ 8d3t

Principal.

AUTUMN ^SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, anil Continue 15 week*.
Prior to July 21st. ml! information can !>e obtained
of the Principal. 849 Cougres* Street. Hours from
to l o’clock, except Suturdav s.
After that time application mav 1m* made at 40 State Street.
2»»10w
I'ortlauri, Juuc23. 1W2

THE

18

by

Kumngton via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for I.ewiatoa, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick. at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight tiaius daily

between Portland and Lewis-

ton.

Pi AUK

lUKaWTIUNB.

Stag© leave* Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Tburtday* and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dix field; returning
opposite days.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dix field. Dix field,
and Weld, on Tuesday*, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite day*.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vinevard, New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wedne*days and Saturday*. returning on Mondays and Fridavs.
Farmington daily, fbr Strong, Avon

iffil/e*™

an

Passengers fbr this route will take the cam at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Hup’t.
Farmington May 5,1WJ.
june28dtf

THROUGH TICKETS
To

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Deteoit,
Toledo, St. 1'acl, La (bomb, St. Louie,
New oblbaxn, or adt part of tb«

WEST, SOUTH

OR

NORTH

WEST,

BT THE

ERIE

RAILWAY.

Via BcrrALo, Duxkibk,

Niauaba Falls.

axd

This road to broad ocaob And to
New and Splendid Sleeping Cam.

provided wHk

1/ Tickets sold In Portland at lowest Boston rates
W. D. LITTLE, Asm,

Oftce
nr You

can save

oftce.

money try

81

Exchange Street,
securing tickets at this

June 23.

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.
Steamship Company.

On ami after April ». the Strainer »
NEW BRUNSWICK
and
rKOKEST CITY” will, until for■(her notice, learr P. 8. k P. H. K.
niian. 1„,„ „t mate Street, u follow.t
Steamer "New Brunswick," Uapt. E. B. WmrHcater, will leave for Kartport and St. Johr every
MONDAY, at S o’clock, P. M
Returning will leave St. JoHtf every THURSDAT
MoHNIM,. at 8 o’clock, for East port, Portland
and Bortoit.
Steamer "Forest City," Uapt. E. Field, will leave
for Kartport and ST. Johr every THURSDAY at
6 o'clock P. M.
Tlirongli ticket* are »old bv thia line connecting at
Eabttort with riage roache* for MarBiaa. and
with steamer uurcu for ltobbimitan. ( alair, St.
Strpherb, and ST. Ardrewr. and at the latter place
over Railway for Cantkrbchy: from thence
per
etajre cone lie* for Woo DRTorn and Hocltor, which

ie I lie cheapet and moot expedition* way of reaching
the Arooetook County.
We al*o ticket through per Steamer* and Rail wav*
for Wirduor, Halipax. Dinar. Fuederiotor,
Sl’RRKX. MOROTOR. SBEDIAV, l’RIRI K FltWAHD
In lard, Pictou, North Shore or New Brurrwick, Miuibkhi. and Bat dx Ur aleck.
U. C. EATON.
Jan* *3.
dawtf

Portland and Now York Steamers.
The

m

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and 3lill* 4 Forristall,
importer ari> dealer ir

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AHD JEWELEY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
2# and 30

r. J. Forbirtall

kSBHHHRb*

met
mu

follow*:

I*«wve Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 9 North' River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P M

Thi* vessel i* fitted up with due accommodations for
passenger*, making thi* the moot *predv. safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage 96.00. including Fare and State

Room.

<;ood* forwarded by thi* line to and from Montreal.
Quebec, Bangor, Bath. Augu»ta. Kartport and St.
John.
Shipper* are reqtiertcd to *end their freight to the
Hteanu-r before 3 P. M., ou the day that *he leave*
Portland.
For freight or pa**age applv to
F.MKRY ft FOX. Brow u's‘Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CKOMWKLL ft CO.. No. 9t» Wert Street,
New York.
June 23, 1H02.
dtf

MONTRE A L,

OCEAN’ STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ONE of the following Amt-class, powerful Steamers: 111 HERMAN. NORTH
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
1'jv—euger* leave Portland per (.rand Trunk Trains
with l/nited States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday

morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, #30. First Class. #67 to #82—according
to accommodation,—which include* ticket* on Grand
Trnuk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn ticket* issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. #160.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

June

can

be found at tlic above

J. I.. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
23, 18(52.
dtf

place.

wly

Notice of Foreclostnrc.
that the subscriber, SamPortland, In tin* County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of laud situated in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly corner of laud now or formerly of Royal Leighis hereby given,
T^ronCE
iwl S. Wcbater, of

i.v

easterly

ami

nortlierly by the same to land

of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to land owm*d by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and w esterly by the same and land
of Philip Cammon to the county*road, thence northerly by said road to the tirst bound*; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah llobbe or his assigns to pass and rc|ia*s through
said premises. Said real estate having been conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Micah Sampson bv Dependence H. Furbish, by his deed of August 22, 18o5, recnidod in the Registry of Deeds for

County, in book 2K3. page 397: which
by said Micah Sampson
mortgage w as
to Samuel S. Webster, June 89, 1W2. as will app«*r
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of w nicli records reference is to la* had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, ami the subscriber. assignee of saiu mortgage, bv reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
all parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
mortgage, on account of tire breach of the conditions
Cumberland

duly’assigned

thereof.

at

Steamship

Boston.

June 23.

Dated

fc*t

..

Federal and 106 CbRfrfu Streets,

ADD 18021 W. BASriKLD.

ton, thence

and

Quebec

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

splendid

emmimtm Si
^^jiitruL'Riwtwp
ROWELL, will autil further notice

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA.
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NO-

A. W. BANFIELD,

is there
conibiu-

by

FOR FAMILIE8

recruiting’officers

All tlie former class not repairing forthwith to tlieir
regiments, and those of the latter e’ass who do not
to Annapolis.will be reported as
deserters, and liable to be treated as such, unless ther
immediately, upon the receipt of this Order, report
themselves at Augusta iu person.
All officers of the Militia, ail magistrates and all
good people of the State, are most rc*p<>ctfullv and
earnestly requested to give notice to John L. ilodsdon, the Adjutant t.eneraJ of this State, of tlie presence of such soldiers in their xicinitv,
their
name*, the company and regiment to which they belong when known, with the places where they now
are.
Such soldiers will obtain passes for their transto Augusta, from 3lgjor General Wm. W.
Virgin, Norway; Col. K. K. liarding. Ass t tyr M.
General. Portland: Major t .eneral Mm. II. Titcomh,
Kockland; 31 ajor (.eneral James II. Hutlcr, Itangor;
lJeut. G. M\ Sabine, Kastport; and 3Iaj. F. D. Sewall, Hath. All of which gentlemen arc authoris'd to
give passe* ft»r the above purpos***, which conductors
of railroad* ami manager* of other public conveyance* w ill regard as sufhcicut.

immediately proceed

nor

Prick—31 per box. Six boxes for 36.
Mail pre| paid. For sale hv all respectable Druggists, and at
i the Sole General Depot in the United States, by
J. WINCHESTER, 36 John St., X. Y,

SHUTTLE.

EMPIRE

General

This malady, the terrible ct*n*equence* of which are
too well known to require more than a hare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious, aud therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very springs of Life, rapidly undermines
the constitution, and siuks the unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of t he Specific Pill are sufficient to effect a permanent cure in the mo*t aggmrtifed coses, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse1 or Excesses.

UNION ST., Portland.

A

3BRZEQ On and alter Monday, Mur 5. 1981
IK^Iprsins will leave Portland for Lewiston

ana r

beyond

a BPKCXPir REMEDY FOR

WHOLESALE DKALKR IX

Portland. Juno 23, lSiS.

Executive Detartmert,
Augusta, .Inly 7,18»2.
It is known that large number* of soldiers are absent from their regiments, some oil furlough and some
on sick leave, who are now able to return to the
regiments. where they are needed for the sen ice of their
country-. There are other invalid or wonnded soldiers
who are able to travel, although their disability
may
not have been wholly removed, and who are
required
under the General Orders of the War Itcpartmeot.
No. 61, to repair immediately to Annapolis. Man land.

j.'9d3t

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE !

ry-PRICES—In

X. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough «ati*.
C.

AND CUKE OK

chronic Bronchitis, Nervous
Prostration, General Debility, Dyspepsia. Scrofula. Marasmus. E**s of Appetite. Neuralgia,

Retail.

or

AND

PREVENTION

Consumption, Asthma,

Cocks, Valves, Pi|»esand Connections, Whole-

STEAM

trunks arrangement.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Portland, Me.

•

Dyspepsia,
CORRECTS.Indigestion

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sts*.

jc23tf

jnnc33dtf

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

CURES..

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Monumental

Augusta, April, 1883.

TIT COMB,

3T3 Conjjreas Street,

to receive orders for

Chimney Piece*.

*pa'rc.Augustadaily (Sunday,excepted),

for
llellast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Bouton for all the statioas on the
Kennebec fc Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Hoads.
Freight trains run daily between August* and Portl»ud.
II. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

International

-PREPARED by-

L.

THOMPSON,

prepared

Is

Marble

MAINE.

A I*OT 11 IX'A BY,

J.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 1.00
1 M on arrival of train from Portland
and Boston,
for W iscasset, Damarucotta,
Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thonuuton.

Reduced Hater.
Open every Sunday from 8 to I, and from 2 toS
o'clock.
jr23edtf

Portland. Me.

arble

CONNECTION*.

Meal, to Reoplar Bo, ri.hr, at

Wll. II. 11. HATCH,

AND

Augusta.

STAOE

Served to order.

OK MERRILL'S W1IAKF,

141 Middle Street,

Monday Morning and .Saturday Evening Traint.
On Monday trains leave
Augusta at 6 80 A. M„ and
Bath at 8.3t> A. M., for Portland,
connecting with tbs
8.46 A. M. traiu for 1,0well and Boston.
Leave Portland on
at 8.15 P. M.. on arssturdays.
rival of train from Boston, for Bath and

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

Cetnmerrinl Street,-

Farmington.

leave Portland for Bath and Angnsta at l.ODP M
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that mad; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for W
Merrill*,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhcgau, and at KendaH’a
Mills with the Penobscot It Kennebec Road for Pittsheld, Newport and Bangor: arriving same night.

ADAMS, Proprietor.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

_JeSSdtf

HEAD

Augusts lor Bath, Portland and Boston, st 11 15 A
M„ connecting at Brunswick with tlie Androscoggin
Kail road for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

of

THIS i, the largot Hotel in the St.te,
prnacesinr .11 the modern improvement., end
flr»t MM in every appointment.

YORK STREET. PORTLAND, ME.

the Militia

«13t

l OOR,

A

Sugar Refinery,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

jy9

PORTLAND,

Ilsscnger trains will leave daily, (NunS5HC3^Bdav« excepted) as follows:

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD,
Sitaatrd

No. 7 MILK

PORTLAND, Me.

j

PREBLE HOUSE,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

Citizen soldiers! remember you have a country to
save, and you are the men who can render moat efficient aid iii this holy and patriotic work. To render
success speedy and certain, and to alleviate and
abridge the calamities of war. the President of the
United States has requested this call to be made.
The Uommander-in-Uhief does not doubt that our
true-hearted soldiery will make such
response as will
still further illustrate tlx* patriotism and devotion of
our gallant and faithful State.
By Order of the t ommander-in-Uhief.
JOHN L. HODsDON, Adjutant General.

Proprietor.

OPEN for Genteel Boarders—three milea
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steamer runs from Portland dailv.
Experienced
tinen in attendanc.
je2f»*9w

CHAS. II.
Jc23- 3m

di*|x‘ii*ary

dim

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

ing.

and

And ftolicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnfehiiig the pure*t chemical*and bent *tock
ot drug* the market afford*, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

AND WHOLE** LF. DEALER* IN

premium,

Drug

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

FLAG.

90 MIDDLE ST BEET,

DOLE

will receive General Order
No. Id. witli Proclamations ot' liis Excellency the
(Governor, and recruiting paper* and instructions to
lx* put into the hands of the «Irderlv Sergeant or some
other person of each of the companies organized under your direction. with a request that they will enlist all such persons therefrom, or others, as may Ik*
possible. For this sen ice they w ill receive a suitable
compensation for each man*enlisted by them and
mustered into the service of the United Matos.
The necessities of the service admit of no delay, and
it is most earnestly hoped that the several Major Generals will see that the requirements of this order are
promptly executed, and the Orderly Sergeants or other parties designated as
will omit
to secure as many recruits as
no effort on their
possible for the Volunteer Regiments.
As members of the Militia will lx*called into actual
service under tlx* laws of the United States and of
this State, as Militia, for a period which in all probability will tie quite os long a< that for which they
would lx* held as Volunteers, the advantages to be derived by the soldier in volunteering, in the matter of
advance pay, bounty, and other hfliwiltl
are so groat and obvious that it is believed there will
lx* no hesitation in enlisting as Volunteers, rather
than to serve as Militia, in which capacity they will
receive nothing but monthly wages, rations and cloth-

a

Drug Store!
large and

to

June 23.

in

taken *tore, >*•. 75 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox ltlock.) and respectfully invite public attention
their

REMEMBER THE MM HER.

SIGN OF THE BIG

usually kept

CBOSNIAA

are

ham

Commenced April 1415, 180.

Preble Street..

tV- State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
jr23—lmdaw

MIDDLE SKRF.ET,

UO

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

GENERAL

BRACKETT,

__

KEROSENE Oil., LARD OIL,

mh.

June 2.1.

Commission

Major General* fit'
Accompanying this you

HENRY M.

-ALSO-

GENERAL

To the

GOODS,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Ac.,

PAINTER, VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
Half Way Down Willow Street,
.A_n.d Dye-StufFs,

MAINE.

AUMU8TA, July 7th, 18»a.
ORDER. No. 17.

Drugs,

SIGN

prescribe

IF

Pure

Chemicals,

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK S ISLAND,

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

WILLIAM CAPEN,

1

spelter,

IN-

dtf

Summer Retreat,

GENUINE MEDICINES.

MERCHANTS,

TIIOB.

connected

Bath, June 23,1862.
JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE 8T8.,

Grocers,

RAltKKU,

day. Stable

SI per

with house.

-and-

exceeding

A

hopes

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

je23dtf

oronc-fourthjoft

the Journal:

uriushed this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon hie customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
1’assadumkeag, June 23,1862.
d&wtf

Portland* Me.

■

extracts Jroin which we copy from

subscriber would very respectfully anto bk numerous friends, and the
{■public generally, that during the temporary
i_Jcoinpu!sory susj>ension of his business he

jt'30—3md&w

JOHN

trMXER ARRANGEMENT.

MAINE.

THE

AND FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four doors from Middle 8treet,
c. B.nnsrp.
PORTLAND, MK.
j.o.ti-kxy.

"Wholesale

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

Proprietor*

....

nounce

Elastic

head of

E. G. Mayo,

IN

IMPORTERS OP

Lastings, Serges,

(Opposite

to

HC-A.Y,

_RAILROADS._

CEMTBAL HOUSE,

FASSADUMKEAO,

GRANITE STORKS.COMMERCIAL STREET,

$91,712,230
of specie, for the
$51,409,150

H.

HOTELS.

Clotbiers,

DEALERS

COMMISSION

This difference has been, and must continue
be, paid in specie.
FF"*The Portland Daily and Maine State
In addition to this, it must be oliserved that
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 821 Exchange
there are at all times, and especially of late
Street, is open at all hours during the day and eveyears, large amounts of money on deposit at
New York for account of foreign bankers and
ning, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
evening.
capitalists. These sums are for temporary inExecutive Department.
vestment generally, and are liable to return at
vsr Job Printing of every description executed
Augusta, July 4.1862.
a
short notice, whenever any sudden revulsion
To the People of Maine:
with dispatch: and all business pertaining to the ofin
or
the
United States induces such I
An additional number of troops is required
fice or pa)>er promptly transacted ou application as
Europe
by the
of the public service, and if raised immedireturn.
exigency
above.
it is believed bv those* who have the Ix-st means
ately
1 he recent change in the
of
the
currency
of knowledge, that the war w ill be brought to a
speedy
l lilted States has no doubt frightened many i and
glorious issue. Of this number the President of
of these foreign creditors, who have not only
the United States desires and
The Tariff Bill.
expects that Maine
should furni«h her
ordered hack their money, even at the present
proportion or quota.
The bill increasing teni|>orarily the duties on
Our gallant and patriotic State ha** done her w hole
often percent.. (foreign exchange be- !
in the past, and she will not falter nor fail in the
Imports, and for other purposes, now requires sacrilice
duty
ing about ton per cent, above the specie par) i present nor in the future.
only the President’s signature to become a but
That lier material interests may bo prof octet! and
they have also in many 'instances ordered
law.
the conversion of American securities into ; advanced, that tranquility and peace mav be restored
Among the modified clauses of the most Imthe laud, that the
throughout
and the
gold, for remittance home to Europe. It lias Union, which ha\ebe«*ii to u* Constitution
all tin* source of unportant, are the following:
been variously estimated, from careful inquirmeasured blessings, may be preserved; that Libertv.
Sugar, above No. 12, and not above No. 15 ies, that
of w liich they were the inspiration and are the selected
the amount of these securities held in
Dutch standard in color, 3 cents per pound;—
guardians, way Ik* saved, ami that the light of one
Europe of late years is from one hundred and great
altove No 15, not stove-dried, and not above
may shine brighter and brighter, to
fifty to two hundred millions of dollars. Ifthe gtdde. example
to cheer and to bless the nations. To aid in
No. 20 Dutch standard in color, 3 cents ]>er
conversion
of
one-tift
1
h
all
these.
invoke
of the
hose
only
people of this State a prompt
pound; on all stove-dried or refined sugar, and | sums is
and hearty
ordered into gold, it may la- readilyresponse to thisallnew demand upou their
all oilier sugar above No. 20 Dutch standard in
and
unite iu the work that
may they
patriotism:
seen that tills additional
export of gold must
color, 4 cents per |>ound.
Is before them, each laboring in his own sphere, dodisturb the market
what
he
can
bis
The additional duties on spirituons liquors,
ing
by
example, influence and sympaThere are other cause* of export of gold
thy—proferring his treasure. Ids time, his strength,
cordials, Ac., remain as origiuully reported, ox- ;
bis In-art. and bis highest hope to the cause ot his
which are not ordinarily considered. We alor
distilled
manufactured
that
spirits
cepting
country !
from grain, or other material, first proof, 50 t lude to the million* expended abroad by AmerGeneral Orders will be issued immediately, giving
ican travellers. They spend
cents per gallon.
liberally and travel authority for raising new Regiment* of Infantry, and
for
calling into actual service a portion of the unuuiThere
are
widely.
thousands of our citizens
Bar iron, rolled or hammered, not exceeding
ftraicd Militia of the State.
in i abroad, some temporarily, other* for a aeries
in value $50 per ton. (2 per ton;
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.
of years, all of whom
value that amount, (3 per ton; while other
require gold for their exBy the Governor.
To
this
a<i<i
penditures.
the
to
width
and
seini-aimual
iron is (3 per ton, according
payJoseph B. Hall, Sec’y of state.
ments of dividends on American securities
thickness. On 1 toller or other plate iron, >5
owned
all
abroad,
of
i
which
must
be
sheet
100
$3.
anvils,
$1
iron,
lbs.;
STATE OF MAINE.
provided
per
per ton;
in gold, and these several causes will demand
$4. and $5 per ton.
some thirty to fifty millions,
and tcutonegal in sheets, oneexhausting near- I
Zinc,
ly all our supplies from California tor the year.
half of one per cent per pound; the same, unmanufactured, in blocks, or pipe, twenty-five in H hat it the remeiiyt We must economize j
times of commercial distress and in war.
cents per 100 pounds.
Nearly a million of our (icople who were unOn cork-wood, unmanufactured, thirty, in
til 1*11 producers are now conxumer*
lieu of the present duty of thirty per cent, ad
only.
They contribute nothing this year toward- the
valorem.
wealth of the country.
does
not
now
On corks, fifty per cent, ad valorem.
Euro|ic
Tin, in plates or sheets, terne and logger tin, want our grain anil provisions in such quantities as last year. Ilence the
necessity of econtwenty-five per cent ad valorem.
Delaines, not exceeding in value forty cents omizing in our domestic expenditure. Let us
avoid, at least as long os the war lasts, foreign
per square yard, two cents per square yard.
HEAD QUARTERS,
Liverpool, and other tread of cotton, ten per silks, satins, embroideries, furniture, and other
Ad JUT A XT (iEXKRAL'S OPPICK.
extravagances. Our women, who were never
cent ad valorem.
deficient
in
Auouata, July 5, 1tufi.
should
Ispatriotism,
The fourteenth section provides there shall
taught the
of
GENERAL
domestic
ORDERS, No. 1«!
on
all
policy
wearing
be levied, collected, and paid
goods instead of
goods,
In pursuance of requisition ami
foreign finery. Let us reduce our foreign imauthority from the
wares, and merchandise of the growth or proPresident of the l uitwl Slat***, the Governor and
port* from fctto.tt50.000, as in 1*10-'61, (one
duce of countries beyond the Cape of tiood
( ommauder-in-f'hicf orders and direct*.
year of peace,) to about $250,000,000, and we
l*t—That two additional Volunteer Regiment* of
Hope, when imported from places this side of shall
find our gold remaining in the
of Good Hope, a duty of ten i>er
the
Infantry, for the service of tlie Government, lie raised
country inCape
stead of going atiroad to |wiy for
organized forthwith. The Seventeenth will rencent ad valorem; and in addition to the duties
foreign fabor and
dezvous at Portland and the Kjght<*entli at
and foreign fabrics.
Bangor.—
The
unpaid on any such articles, when imimrted diexigency of the occasion is such that the utmost
The
rectly from the place or places of their growth ment immense expenditures of the Gove'rn- expedition and vigilance i* nqnired.
in
it*
2d—Whereas the ununiforined Militia of this State,
present contest; the enlarged isor production; all goods, wares, and merchana*
sues of the
provided by chapter ten of the Revised
Treasury and Its prospective want*; constituted
dise, which may be in the public stores or
Statutes, and subsequent acts, is subject to active
the
less
and
less
duty
demand
abroad
for
our breadImuded warehouses, on the first day of August
“in case of insurrection, war, invasion, or to
stuffs; the limited supply of cotton, all point invasion, or to be mustered into the serviceprevent
of the
next, may be withdrawn for consumption upto an urgent need of governmental and indiUnited state*, upon a requisition made upon the Govon the payment of duties now ini|>o*ed thereernor and < ommander-in-Uhicf bv the President of
vidual reform in their expenses, with a view to
on by law, provided the same shall be so withthe United States by virtue of the Uonstitution and
pn-serving the country (as it is now) as the Act* of Congress.’’ and the exigency having arisen,
drawn within three months of the date of the
commercial nation of the earth. Our
when the Governor and Uomniander-iu-Uhief is auoriginal importation; but all goods, wares, and greatest
thorized and
national integrity as well as our commercial
the said ununiforined
required to callinto
merchandise, which shall remain in the public
j Militia, or a portion
actual service; it is
thereof,
integrity must Is* sustained.
stores or bonded warehouses for more than
ordered that the Major General of each Division in
three months from the date of the original
———————
this State take measures forthwith for the
organization of all the < oninanies of Infantry from the enimputations if withdraw for consumption, and
roll^. unuiilfortned Militia of his command, by the
PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
all goods on shipboard the first of August next,
Issue of orden* forthwith to the
Orderly Sergeants of
shall be subject to the duties prescribed in this
Bark Pay, Ac.,
such companies to call out their
companies without
III service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
act.
The privilege of purchasing supplies
delay, for the ejections of officers, returns whereof arc
Old Sailors, their Widows and lleirs, from the fulto Is* made to the Adjutant General forthwith. After
from the public warehouses, duty free, are exled Mates tiovcruincnt, on application in pci sou or
the receipt of such returns, order* w ill be promulgatended under such regulations as the Secretated for the organization of two regiment* of Militia
by letter to
to the ves- ;
in each riivi*ion, to Is* formed and constituted from
ry of the Treasury may
BRADFORD A HARMON,
*sid compann** bv detachment or detail. Jt is exsels of war of any nation in ports of the Unit>'o. 88 Kxchaxge St., Poktlami, Maise
pected that this duty of calling out companies and
ed States which may reciprocate such privilegofficers thereof, will be |iertormed
electing
in
Having devoted onr attention exclusively to the PenUnited
es toward the vessels of war of the
tin* shortest possible time after the receipt of this orsion business for the la-t twenty > i-ats, and liai
ing a
States in it* ports. No part of the act of inder.
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
3d—All the members of the ttmtnifnrmcd Militia
ternal duties in relation to the stamp duties
prosecute all claims against the t.overnment with
will be relie veil from service under this order,
shall be held to take effect before the 1st of promptness and dfepateli, and on rerg reasonalile
upou
in either of the regiment* of Maine Volunenlisting
no charge until the claim is obtained.
tenns,
making
Septemlier next, and so much of that act as n1teers already in the field or now lieing raided for the
UtKK.MAN UK A lift lid).
ami
aslates to the appointment of collectors
service of the United States, in w hich eaao each w ill
/. K. HAiCMd.V
receive a premium of two dollars, one month’s adPortland, June211th
dfkmif
sessor, shall be held to take effect the 21st of
vance
and a bounty of twenty-five dollar* in adand
after
its
instead
of
from
pay.
approval by
July,
vance.
To those w ho join a regiment already in the
the President.
TK1 IT AX'D BE SATISFIED !
field, the advance pay and bounty will lie made each
upon his muster individually into the service. If he
join* a new regiment, he wifi receive hi* advance pav
Letter from Gen. Bntler.
von tii(Tor from the Toothache vou will be reupon the master of hi* company into the service, and
Gen. Butler ha* written to a gentleman of
lieved by UTin# the
hi* advance bounty iifmii tl»e mustering of hi* regiment, making the total amount which he will have
Boston, explaining his famous proclamation in
received, upon the muster-in of hi* regiment, Forty
Dollar*.
relation to the women of New Orleans, the

following

H.

Temple Street,

BREED A TUKEY,

Wtl

$72,714,238

five

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

NfoHt Desirable Pattern.
Portland, Juno 23. 19fi2.
tci«lm

And the withdrawals from warehouse 18,9!l8,lir2

vance.

tST All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors tff the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Pnhlishers.

S. B. WAITE.

N0- 21>

the

—

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
*i UNION STREET,

j

were

Of

1862.

17,

FURNISHING GOODS,

GENTS’

HANDLED KNIVES.

Jt23—Oweod

of

corner

AND

IVORY, HORN, EBONY AND COCOA

A sudden increase is seen in the
foreign export ol gold from New York, *c\, viz:

May)

|

WARE,

Baskets,
Cutler y,

Tatolo

Middle,

Fashionable

and Cake

pcrTjuare

State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.

WARE,

Castors. Spoons, Forks, Card

Rates oT AdvertiHina: I
Week before last
$1,990,000
Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
19.700,000
] Previously, during the year 1802
for three insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not j
Or
a
total
for
more tliau one week, 81.25 per square; 76 cents per !
twenty-four weeks of $21,750,000
week after. One square every other day one week, i
Against this heavy export the shipments of
late years for the same length of time were as
81.00: 50 cent* per week after.
follows:
Exhibitions, &c., under head of Amusements,
82.00 per square per week.
1853
$7,918,000
1858
$11,870,000
Special Notices, 81.50
for first week,
1854
1859
14,304,000
31.431,000
81.00 per week after.
1855
1800
15,090,000
18,429,000
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
1850
1801
12,230,000
8,024,000
1857
1802
per line for one insertion. No charge leas than fifty
20,056,000
21.750,000
cents.
There are various fresh causes, in addition
Legal Notices at usual rates.
to the ordinary ones, for this continuous exAdvertisements inserted in the Maine State
port of gold to Europe. The im|>orts from
abroad in five months of 1802 (ending 31st,
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the

109

LOW PRICES.

PLATED

JULY

TUCKER A WEBSTER,

-A7fl»-

of silver

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Crockery Ware, China,

wants

the women

Thk Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (.Sundays excepted), at 86,00 per year in ad-

Women to Read.

iron ornaments in

substituting
and gold.

HALL,

name

our

The women of Prussia, immortalized themselves in the Napoleanic Wars, by
turning over
all their jewelry to the government, and then

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
JOSEPH B. HALL, tIBdltor,>

THURSDAY

dav of July. A. D. 1(W2.
SAM'L 8. WEB8TER.

Portland this first

Jul2—w3w*

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, #20. Also. Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every WednesCabin
and calling at (juccustowu, Ireland.
Passage, #75. 3n Class. #30.
and
for
-Cl
Bills
of
upSight
Exchange,
Sterling
wajil. pa> able at any Hauk in Great Britain or Delaud constantly for sale.
For Passage Certificates. Steamer Ticket*, Drafts,
or for further information, Addrcoa,

day,*

GEO. WARREN. «* State Street, Boston, Maas.
^—

SPIRITS TfTRPENTINE.
-RTATRONA SPIRITS TURPENTINE.-We invite
a trial of (he Natrona Turpeutine from all paintIt
ers, for either House or Ship work, inside or out.
iff AVer fW*ni amelf, with Aat isiual to spirits, evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be excelled. It works Kyi’AL to the common spirits on all
kind* of painting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing.
As evidence of the excellence ef the article, the undersigned can refer to iimntHT* of the tint painter*
o! Boston and

vicinity,

if desired.

CHARLES TOPPAN,
New England, 40 Fulton 8t., Boston.
For sale bv Banker k Carpenter. Merrill k Brother,
S. .1 IVrkins k Co., Portland, and ( has. F Potter

Agent

Augusta

for

Juue28wlw

PORTLAND,

provides liberally

She

THE DAILY PRESS*

Sbldiers, and

MAINE.

17, 1862.

FOR

NOMINATIONS.

varying
instances paying as high

to

a

as

The Imminent Danger ot the Republic—A
New Merrimac—Maine Men Rescued.

While

the “don’t-hurt-’em”
and

an:

policy

gentle-

advocating

are

rebels,

tow’ards the

full of brotherhood towards those who

ready to bayonet our wounded soldiers,
tight under a black flag, or to blend the
tomahawk and scalping knife of the Indian

stand

Senator*,

to

Aroostook... .ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kitterv.
GIDEON S. TUCKER, of Saw,
LUTHER SANBORN, of I'ariouifield.

County Commissioner!,
Aroostook... THOMAS J. BRt’iWN, of Hodgdon,
For

NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr't.
Tort.DIMON ROBERTS, of i.vman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.
For

class of remarkably patriotic

in this down-east State,

men,

For

a

crushing

Hreekenridge man in 1880, thus speaks, as re|>orted in the proceedings of the United States

..

Senate:
Mr. Kice (Minn.) said the time had

For

County Treasurers,
Aroostook... SAM L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

when

must

we

Confederacy

For Registers of Deeds,

or

come

cither

recognize tlie Southern
speedily put it down, and use

all the means in our power. Must we, when
rebels resort to all means, fail from any sickly
notions—refrain from using all means in our
power to meet and suppress the rebellion ? He
would not hesitate a moment, but would vole
for any measure for that end.
A few days since we quoted John A. Logan,
the fast, persona), and political friend of the

Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. <j. A. BARTON. Southern District.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

Congressional Convention.
SECOND DISTRICT.
Th« Republicans and all oilier citizens of the SecCongressional District who support the State and
National Administration*, are requested to meet in
Convention by delegates, at Auburn, on Friday, the
8th day of August next, at three o’clock in the aflernoo, for the purpose of nominating a eandidate to
represent the Distaict iu the XXXVIIIth t'ougress.

lamented

ond

Douglas,

Illinois, but

member of Congress from
officer in the volunteer army,

an

a

who

will he as follows: Each
The basis of
shall be entitled to one delcity, town and
additional
delegate for the first seventyegate. An
live votes cast for the Republican candidate for Govand
one
for each additional one hundin
ernor
1861;
red votos cast for said candidate. A majority fracto
be entitled to an additional
of
one
hundred
tion

representation
plantation

I

recently said at a public meeting in southern Tennessee, that “he had been nosed around
by Southern politicians long enough. He had
seen enough of the cursed institution, and he
would not sheathe his sword uutil it was willed
from the land.”
We now have before

delegate.

American of

copy of the Balti2d—not a Democratic

us a

July
paper, perhaps—certainly not a Kepulican paper—but a paper published in a slaveholding
State and city, and in it we find the following:
“This rebellion is not to la* put down by any
more

A. C. Hewey,
J. B. Ham,
Sidney Perh am,
Sylvhcteh Oaken,
E. W. Woodbury,
Jqhiah Merrow,
Andrew Linbcott,
1862.
9th,
Republican District Com.

Old Second District—Vacancy.

kind of ‘conservative" oratory or ‘resolution’
making. That was tried thoroughly at tirst,
and with the ‘Crittenden compromise resolutions.’ The atrocious foolery of that period
even now makes
one feel
indignant, as we
think of the part taken by such men as Mason,
Benjamin, Davis, and others, in manoeuvring
merely to gain time, and with no purpose
whatever of accepting any terms at all which
should stop them, short of an appeal to arms.
They have sought the latter, insisted upon it:
let them get a sufficiency of what, they were
after, and let the nation frown down all attempts to make terms for them until they are

The Republicans and all other citizens of the Second Congressional District as it existed under the
former apportionment, who support the State and
National Administrations, are requested to meet in
Convention by delegates, in Auburn Hall. Auburn,
on Friday the 8th dav of August next, at 10 o’clock
in tbe forenoon, for the purpose of nominating a candidate to represent tbe District for the remainder of
the XXXVIIth Congress—to fill the vacancy caused
by tbe resignation of Hon. C. W. Walton.
will be as in tbe other
’The basis of
Convention notified above.
J. W. Fairbanks,
H. G. Ruaa,
Wm. Kilbournk. Benj’n Furbish.
Republican District Coin.
July 10,1862

representation

thoroughly whip|>ed—ns they richly deserve.”

Bounty—Does Portland do her Part f
meeting of Saturday evening, in the
absence of any knowledge that the State would
offer bounties to uewly enlisted soldiers, it was
intimated that the City Council might offer to
each new’ recruit $50 bounty, or (tcrhaps more,
The

The

At the

the

republic

a

name

of Andrew Johnson sends

through every patriotic
the Military Governor

heart. He is
of

Tennesse,

a

issues now

for

us

to decide

far

are

on

There is

Biddeford.—A correspondent in Biddeford
writes us that the city has appropriated $ 10,200 to pay (100 each to its quota of the soldiers

There are those who believe that the enemy
on Washington.
The seces-

—102 men—called for by the government. The
appropriation passed the City Council Tuesday
afternoon, by a unanimous vote.

lieved to

here.

blow.

design moving

sionists have caused such a rumor to be curin

“high

circles” here. This

bugbear

once

before led to the murder of brave men of

ours

rent

ports hitherto, oaly

panic

and disaster.

to

harmony

w

ith the

State Government, and not to embarrass it*
operations, the Mayor took pains to send a
gentleman to Augusta, to confer with the Governor, so that his views might be fully understood. Before the Council came together on
Monday, information was received from the
agent, setting forth that the Governor feared
the effect, upon other portions of the State, of
offering large bounties by the cities and
wealthy towns. Such policy would encourage

in

speech at Washington:
“O, if I could get a little backbone into those
who are governing us. If 1 could but stimulate them to the point of courage where they
dare do their duty as our soldiers in the field

Men would not feel like

vorably.

counties,

ty nearly

as

well

enlisting

in

The

reliels, able

they could fare pretthose from other parts of

the State, who would be associated with them
in the same regiments. The 286 men required
of Portland are but

a

mere

barbari-

pair that
republic,

handful of the

7000 required of the whole State, and a policy
that would operate against the many, merely
to secure a prompt response from the few, the

imitate their

in this

example

particu-

house,

only solution
English view, of

pitals by our troops in the fights of Monday
Tuesday, June ;J0, and July 1. When we
retired, the wounded in these houses fell into
the hands of the enemy. Last week Tuesday,
the gunboat Maratanza shelled the rebels in
the neighborhood, and sent an armed party on
shore, who rescued thirty-six wounded pris-

the magazines this is one
Always prompt, and with
its pages well tilled with interesting matter, it is
always] welcome. The beautiful engraving in
the number before us, “The Mother's
darling,”
is Worth the price of the nutnlier.

thought, should

For th* Prw».

avoided; and it
was fer this reason that he suggested the impolicy of offering large bounties by Portland
Governor

be

Patriotic Demonstration at Booth Paris.

South Paris, July 16,1862.

Yesterday was a stirring day in this region.
companies of militia in the towns of Paris,
But in lieu or such a plan, the .Governor,
j Norway and Oxford, were summoned to asadvice
careful
of
influential
men,
taking
semble at the "Fair Grounds," for
organizapromptly decided to offer a State bounty of $30
tion, and there wait further orders. At the
each for recruit* for the new regiments, and
time appointed, the "Oxford Bears," to the
$35 to fill up the old ones—a plan that would
number of one thousand or
and other cities.

offer the

took
the

as

more,

of Aroosthose of Cumberland—the same to

same

to

The

inducement to the

men

rendezvous, and with them quite

of the smallest and poorest plantation
as to those of the largest and wealthiest city.
at its Council

city,
meeting
Tuesday
evening, voted to add $20 per man to this State
bounty, for the men to fill up her quota, thus
securing to the netcly enlisted soldier precisely the same sum that it teas proposed to gire
him, AS A LIBERAL INDUCEMENT, before it
teas

1

knoten tchat the State authorities teould

city had carried
original proposition.
Now, the soldier having no grounds of complaint inasmuch as he receives all he had reck-

liberally,
penuripolicy? A few fads will set this matter
in its true light, satisfy every candid inindand
show that the city ha* nobly acted its part^ind
should be commended for pursuing a most Mb'
eral and praiseworthy policy.
Suppose the State had offered no bounties,
and the City Council had voted $50 to each of
the 280 volunteers required; that would have
imposed a burden upon the city of J28.000.—
But how stands the case now ? The city ha*
got to pay her proportion of a tax to meet the
$80 per head offered by the Governor. Seven
thousand men at $30 each, is $210,000. Port-

eloquent

and

stirring

ready

eye with tears. His reception here
must have convinced him that the hearts of

a

|

a

his fellow citizens in Maine are with him, and
that his noble deeds are appreciated aud will
be surely rewarded.
At the close of Gen. Howard’s
address, Maj,
tV. P. Frye, of Lewiston, wns called out, and
made a stirring speech, which was just the
right thing in the right place.
He was followed by Hon. X. I. Perry, who

ous

land pays 13 per cent, of the aggregate State
tax, and therefore she w ill have to pay $27,300
as her proportion of the bounties offered
by

an

appeal, which held the undivided attention of his
audience for half an hour, and suffused many

remained inactive and the

city

shook the hills.

Gen. H. made

out its

has it studied

large assembly w as called to order in
the open air by Major General W. W.
Virgin,
and Hon. It. K. Goodenow, of Paris, was called
to the elmir, who, after a few brief
remarks,

fairly

The recruit, therefore, fares precisely
the same as he would have done had the State

or

sprinkling

introduced General O. O. Howard, the hero of
Fair Oaks. He was received with shouts of
applause, which made the welkin ring, and

do !

acted

the

The

on

oned upon, and all that he had been encouraged to look for, the only question is, has the

at

of tlie “weaker sex," who are now
strong and
active in their country’s service.

men

The

were

a

j

spoke

in his usual off-hand

style, not sparing
“skcdaddlcrs,” who have disgraced this part of the State by their cowardly race for Canada, via the Xulhegun troorf*.
the miserable

The election of officers in the several companies then took place, under the direction of

Major Frye, and was conducted
orderly and satisfactory manner.

in the most

Gen. Howard left South Paris for Bryant's
Pond, in tile afternoon train, where he addressed a similar audience.
OincitoN.

the State.

When tothis sum is added $20 each
Maine Officers at Richmond.—The
for her quota, we have $33,020 as the amount
Richmond
Enquirer of tile 6th lias a list of
of the burden imposed upon the city of Ports 1
Federal officers claimed to have been captured
land by the bounties offered for enlistments in
in the recent Battles, and now in
the city and State 1 It will thus be seen that
prison in that
city. It is, says the Boston Journal, glarihgly
if Portland had paid $112 bounty to each of
Incorrect in some particulars, and probably is
her 280 soldiers required, and the State had
not very reliable.
e copy the Maine names:
done nothing, she would have had nrt heavier
Second Lieut. G. J. Brown Co. E. 2d
burden imposed upon her than she now
Begt.
ha*; I
Lieut. Col. George Varney. 2d
or had the city paid the $50
Begt.
per man, as origiCapt. L. Emerson, Co. E. 2d Regt.
nally proposed and expected, and other towns
First Lieut. F. II. Pillsbury, Co. B. 5th Me.
and cities had done
instead of

likewise,
being |
more liberal than she lias
been, she would ncCaught in their Infancy.—.John Bracktually have saved $18,720 of the money which ett, a
young man of this village, went up the
she is now obliged to pay.
stream last Wednesday, and, while on shore,
came
not
feel
that
the city has done
Why, then,
upon a litter of young Loupeerviers.—
He immediately gave chase to tin: varmints
nobly ? We feel proud of her, and still we are ! and
succeeded in catching two of them. The
as yet but an outsider, not
privileged to call I mother heard the outcry of her offspring, and
her our city. She bears her load without coinrushed to their rescue. In her haste to spring
plaiuiug, willing to pay money for recruits in upon the invader, she missed her mark and
w ent into the stream.
He made his escape
the unfavored and sparsely populated
regions j w ith his booty, which he
brought to town.—
of the State, as well as within her own borders. I
[Presque Isle paper.

the

Maxwell's mansion, and Col. Hill Carter’s
near the James river, were used as hos-

oners, among whom
named below:

the Maine

were

is.

i-ouie,
Jacob P. Davis,

of

men

Emerson,

believed Irving's story of Rip
£#"’We
Van Winkle till recently. We believe it all,
now.
It is being re-enacted daily. Men start
up, rub their eyes, complain of slavery agitanever

Vanderbilt, Wednesday, July

between “our own

pleasant

Most of

our

and brutes

to

tion, and of abolitionism, and of disregarding
the “compromises,” the same as
they did before the rebel slaveholders sought to overhrow the government.
Surely, they have
een asleep for a year and a half.

title

1

people” and

the Union

record such an

well

as

Kennebec Settlement. The Bath Time*
a celebration of the
anniversary
the settlement of the colony at the mouth
the Kennebec river, by Popham, which
ent took place
long before the settlement of
ymouth.

He made no difference

'commends

men.

exception.—
barbarous,

enemies in this war arc

as

rebels.

•

D.

Are they Bound to Obey?—We undrrnd that one of the Augusta lawyers has exseed the opinion that the orders recently is-d for holding elections In the militia, are

Onr Country Calls.
s

We would direct the attention of our reader^
to the letter from our

ly

corresponMen of Maine! Ral-

s

limit foundation of law, and therefore there
be no penalty for disobedience.
This

w

for the maintenance of your
Dont stop to ask what bounty

more

Government!
will be

1

Washington

dent in another column.
once

ci

paid

Ju

destruction, will deal generously with you.

of
art

rious

pel
fon

inva

“A relic! chief named John Morgan, has
'd the soil of the loyal State of Kentuc-

ky,

th twelve hundred

£

to hi
tion.

Major Thos. W. Porter, Bangor, Lieut. Col.
of 14th Regiment, vice Milliken resigned.
Adjt. Charles S. Bickmore, Searsport, Maj.
of 14th Regiment, vice Porter promoted.
Lieut. James II. Metcalf, Augusta. Adjutant
of 14th Regiment, vice Bickmore promoted.
Andrew F. F. Hall, Wlscasset, 1st, Lieut.
Co. “C,” 14th Regiment vice Reed resigned.
Chapman Reed, Bootlihay, 2d Lieut. Co.
“C,” 14th Regiment, vice Hall promoted.
George W. Wooster. West Glcnbum, 1st
Lieut. Co. “E.” 14th Regiment vice French
promoted.

The ]ioor fellow and his

time of war, must be skedadilled in

respondent,

j

n

M

that
a

they

tende’^.

John Jameson
the

appointment

of P;

f Cornish, has received
master

in the army.

the call of the

country,

one.

The Times states that there are rumors
which are credited of Cabinet changes.
The reply of the Border Slates representatives to the President is withheld,
waiting his
action on the confiscation bill.
It is stated Messrs, Fisher, Blair,
Casey,
Noell, and Maynard favor the emancipation
but
the
others
all
scheme,
oppose it.

Pembroke; 3d, Laurel, Parker, Portland.
At do 7th. sch« Germ.
M’ilson.Eariport; Ann Leonard, Leonard, Pembroke.
Cld 9th. ®ch Hebe, Ludlow, Pembroke
Ar at St John Nit 9th inst. sch Ariel, Holder. Belfast Me; 10th, brig Olive, Mansfield,
Joneaport; 12th,
bark Atlantic, Dunn, Providence; sch
Go-ask-lier,
Whelpley, Bangor.
Bailed from Sliediac 5th inst, ship Houghton.Percy
J

Nashville, July lfl.
have fallen back towards McOur loss in the late battle was :«
killed and «2 wounded. The rebel loss was 60
killed and 100 wounded. The citizens take
good care of the wounded and have buried the
dead left by the rebels. The citizens are actively enlisting in the home guard, and reinforcements are arriviug. No danger is apprehended to this city.
guerrillas

The

Inninville.

SPOKEN.
June 13. lat 18, Ion 32 W, ship “Louisa,” from London. steering S.
June 19, lat 25 29. Ion 33, was seen ship Santee,
Parkes, from Bassein for F.ogland.

Wasiiinoton, July lfl.
general order has just been issued, that
new
organizing
regiments of volunteers,
Governors of States are authorized to appoint

Mitchell,

law, with severe penalties, is
precisely such cases. It may get
■m. and make them acquainted w ith

dates

11

PHILADELPHIA. Ar 14th, sch Sarah Mills,Dayton, Rockland.
Also ar 14th. brigs Fannie Butler. Bartlett, Cardenas; J A II Crowley, Drisko. Matanza*.
Cld 14th, brigs Sea Lark. O’Neil, S M' Pass: W C
Clark, Crawford, do; schs Gun Rock, Parker, Portland; Flora King, Cook, Gardiner.
Went to sea 14th. brig W J Treat.
ELIZA BETH PORT. Cld 12th, sch R M Price,Kel-

ley,

j

ic

son.

Cld 15tb, barks Thetis, Kimball. Marseilles; Gazelle. Rhodes, Barbadoes; brig Alberti, Cousins, Tarragana; sch Snow Drift, Sdow. Salem.
NEW HAVEN.
Ar 13th, sch Caroline, Barter,
Bangor.
NEM'PORT. In port 15th, schs Hnrd, Snow, and
klassachnsetts, Gott, Rockland for New York.
FALL RIVER. Ar 14th, sch Mary Farrow, Condon. Bangor.
NEW BEDFORD. Ar 15th, sch Julia Elizabeth,
Merrill. Sullivan.
BOSTON. Ar 16tb, brig Abbott Lawrence, Fuller,
Baltimore; schs Light Boat, ( lark, C harlottetown P
EI; Ransom. McNeilly, Cornwallis; Advance.Foster,
Baltimore; Tryphenia. Nickerson, Albany.
Also ar 16th. ship Parliament. McCasIln, New Orleans 20th nit, SM' Pass 21st.
Cld 15th,
ship Ocean Pearl. Crowell, Baltimore;
brig Canima. Pink ham. do; sch Express, Poland.
Port Rovml SC.
PORTSMOUTH. Ar 12th, sch Hannah Clark.Call,

LUBEC. Ar 11th. schs Mary, Boyd, New York;
12th. Anvil, M'lialen, Portsmouth.
Sailed 13»h, sch 3fontrose. Hart,-.
BANGOR. Ar 15th. sch Idaho. IJnton. Boston.

NEW

liOnl,

1

their.’.lands

J

ing they
nj
1 of
irt

are

to

f.em to

go and light when nothing
could cause

regimental commission
budge an inch.
a

Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth

the

over

Plain and
Will be

Job Work,

Fancy

promptly

attended to

on

the moat

liberal

tcrau.

ENTRANCE--83) EXCHANGE STREET,

left at the counting-room of the Dally Preen
Maine Stale Preea. head of fl»t flight of (tain,

Ordera
and

will be

promptly

attended to.

IF The office ia (applied with

Ad

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,
And Ita capacity and theilitiee Ibr doing work
atylc are equal to aay la the City or State.

in

good

IV. A. FOSTER 4k CO.
July IT.

1»S.

dtf

JOHN

W.

HUNGER,

NOTARY PUBLIC,
P,"“*‘d to XOTE, EXTEND

WlkLJz
CORD any protest that

crtmmercial

community.

and RE-

mar be wanted by the
(ban of boaiueaa is ree-

A

pectMly requested.
PORTLAND. OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.
jutlT—d3w

F.

A.

HOWARD,
Portland,

Under Lancaster Hall,
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-Alto, Agent for theVItrifled Drain and Water Pipe,

All kind* of Tin and Sheet Iron Work,

|

g

GwD,

This article of Vitrtled Pipe baa been tested la Enrope for am. and is now used in immense quantities
in England, and is fast taking I be place of lend and
iron pipe in this eonutry—nil aim from 1 to 11 inches.
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REGISTERS AMD VENTILATORS.
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complete

Company.

amort meat of

jy 17<14w

DONE AT SHORT NOTICE.

City of PortlaatL
In Board of

Mayor and Aldermea, )
i
July 14. IMS.

the Petition of Mener*. Delano A guinn for a
License to erect a Stationary .Steam Engine oa
the westerly aide of Frankliu uear Commercial Street:
»Wered. That Monday the fourth day of Auguat
next, at four o'clock P. M., at the Aldermen’* Room,
be aligned for the consideration thereof, aud that
said applicant* rive notice thereof bv publishing this
order in the “Portland Daily Prem" four time*, the
Hr*t publication to be at least fourteen days beforehand, that all person* interested mav be hoard thereon.
Attest, J. M HEATH, City C lerk.
Copy—Atte*t. J. M. HEATH. City Clerk.

ON

»•<

jull7M4t

j

Kin*.Liverpool.New York July
Australasian.Liverpool.New York July

fully equal

Boston.Liverpool.... July
Liverpool.July

Fasten).New York..

Norwegian.QucU«e.Liverpool.July
lork.New York

Bremen.Aug

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Thursday, July 17.
Sun rises, morn. 4 83 | length of days.17 5
Sun sets, eve.7 38 | Moon rises, morn.. £10 32

NEWS.

POUT OF PORTLAND.
AVHarrfax, Jal; 10.
ARRIVED.
Srh Arno, Crockett, St John NB for Rnxbarr.
Soli Finnic Mitchell, Hamilton, Hunger.
St-lt Abaco. Fletcher, Bangor for Bouton.
Sch Melrnee, Kent. Marina, for Nen hurt
port.
Sch Atlantic, Toole, Bangor for Bouton.
Sell Georgia, Aliev. KDuworth for Boaton.
Seh K Fouler, Brown, .Millbritlgc for ltn.ton.
Sell
Sjilendid, Mitchell. Harrington for Boaton.
Sch \ ictorv, Candace. Kluehilffor Boaton.
Steamer Lcniuton. Knight. Boaton.
CLEARED.
Brig Queen of the South. Chapman, Bath. J B

if uot better than the beat.
X. J. DAVIS,

Proprietor.

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a dcci«ied preference over any and all o the re we have ever
used
Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
Wo recommend their use to a>l hotel keeper* who desire the comfort of their guest-.
W. D. McLAl'i.HL1X k SOX.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring lU^d Bottom,** 1 have purchased
three of them at fl\e dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Du. X. U. BOUT ELL.
Watcrvilic, May, 1861.

TO DEPART.

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.July

:

Commercial House, Portland, Jnne 16. 1862
Having introduced the ••Anderson Spring Bed Bidtom” into
my house, after trial. I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. 1 am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Andersou

2
2
3
5
9
9
10
12
10
10
19
10
19
23
20
20
2

TESTIMONIALS

RALLY TO THE FLAG !

•

TO ARRIVE.

Southampton New York July
York. Liverpool.New York .July
City
July
Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec
Persia.Liverpool.New York July
Hu nsa
.Southampton. New York ..July
of
City Washing’n.Liverpool.New York July
North American.. Liverpool.Quebec.July
Aria
.Liverpool.New York. July
Saxonia.Southampton.New York .July
.........

morn a meat

arrangement nan now
1- been in um* a Mifticicnt leu#th of time to allow
that it civ*** entire »«f infection and actually ia the
more valued the more it ia uaed.
nenirame

!
j

Mr. D. K. Frohock ha* furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Red Bottom.” and
I take pleasure in rccommeiidiug this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson .spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and most say it far surpasses anything 1 had
My wife, who is feeble, hits
had no good rest tor six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it "on anv account.
rev. John ali.ex.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 18*3.

anticipated.

The Red Bottom I bought of yon Btllv merits my
expectations, and is Billy up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully rreommend it to all w ho
desire to

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

THE 17th REGIMENT TO BE RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
VOKTLAND!

The

Largest Irducements Tett

8»J Bounty at Clow of the War!
9M Advance Bounty from State!
$90 Additional Boaaly to Reoideuts of Portland.

improve their sleeping

Augusta, April 16,

1862.

apartment*.
AI STAPLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”

I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article: and I believe it to be superior to
now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
ju)17d3m

To residents of Portland having families 91.00
per
week for wife anti 50 cents for each child.

anvthiug of the kind

STATE

OF

MAINE.

$97 Advance Bounty from the
U. S. Uoverument!

One Month’s

night.

Sell S I. Tilley, (Dr) McKee, St John NB. Thomas
raddock.
Steamer Chesapeake, Crowell, New York, Emery
k Fox.

in Advance!

Pay

Pay from 913 to 923 per month, pay and rations
to commence from the date of eulwtinent. Three
years unless sootier discharged.

Lacsched—At Mach in.- 11th inst, by E Longfel& Sou, a fine bark of about 3uu tous, name un-

ow

I ff"" The ticket office of the Eastern llail-

j

Directly

Story, where all varietiea of

Hoiimc

■

of New

K

Casco Rink,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

A

Londonderry.

/thousands

over

PRESS,

From the Baratow Store

Mai!* are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

into their

pockets and provide a
for this purpose. They never
woJ d miss it. and they would show their
pa mtism vastly more than by telling how
few

from the office

STOVES, FURHACES AHD RAHGE8,

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

z

CUSBINOj

DAILY

An

Green streets.
The Under will confer a great favor by leaving it at
the stoic of W. L. WlLftow, < ongress street.
j!61t

At Kent’s Hill 14th inst.
George William, son of
William and Ellen A ( hare, of this
citv.aged 15 year*
10 mo* 21 days.
uneral service* at Western Cemetery, Friday,
18th inst, at DAM. Friend* are iutited to attend.
In Bangor 14th inst, A blue E, daughter of Dauici
and Rebecca J Hutchinson, aged 12 years,

If it is deemed desirable to increase
j mties offered to recruits in this city,
how 11 sy it would t>e for a few men of sul>itamV. not themselves liable to a draft, to put

^&

6r

Stove Warehouse.

Y«**lerday.

city

the 1

IIm boon removed
to the office of the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MARRIED.

the

FOSTER

INFANTS BLANKET, on ITrw or Congrcs* streets, H is thought, between Dow and

at 4 PM.
El KoPE, via Quebec—Closes
every Fridav at 12 M.
( AN A DA—Arrives at 1.45 I’M. Closes at”l2 M.
COUNTRY 31A 1L&—Arrives about 5 PM. C loses at
9 PM.

I rowned in Windsor, on the 11th inst.,
J cidental tilling of a boat near Pope's
Mills. ri/oung man by the name of Jack Wolf,
an En
sh sailor.—[Augusta Farmer.
hy

E st aA>lish.meirt

Bangor.

Portland Past Oflre Mail Arraagraeats.
WESTERN—Arrive* at 12.40 aud 8 PM. Closes at
7.46 AM aud 2 PM.
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
S'l EAMHOAT MAIL—Arrive* from East
port Ale, St
John NB aud the British Provinces, Tuesday and
1 ridav mornings. Closes
Mondays and Thursdav*

cry of extravagance and waste.

PRINTING

Hallo well.

ALBANY. Ar 13th, schs E A Stevens, Baker, and
Adelaide, Coleman, Portland.
NEW 3 0RK. Ar 14th, ships Adelaide, Cutting,
Liverpool. 30; Lizzie Southard. Hussey. Genoa Mav
24. and Gibraltar 9th ult; schs Windward, Partridge,
31atanzas 11; M'nr Pickering, Perry. Bangor: Hartford. Deans, do via Norwich: New York Packet,
Randall, Machias; Charlie k Willie, Hooper, do;
Highlander. Bogart, Portland for Albany.
Also ar 15th, schs Velocity, Gibson, Calais; Oriental, Coffin, Machias; Seven Sisters, Growley, Addi-

profitable

M ARINE

_uA_

rara.

New York Money Market.

New

BOOK

Teekftlet.

ISLAND. Ar 25th ult, ship Carioea. Cunningham. Philadelphia.
PORT ROl AL SC. Ar 3d inst. brig Sarah Peters,
Higgins. New York; 5th, sch Lottie. Bunker.Boston:
9th. brig Adelphi. Roberts. New York.
Cld 3d, brig Abby Ellen, Gilmore,
Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE. Ar 14th. hark Selah, Nickerson,
Boston; sch Life Boat, Seealey, Mavaguez 29th ult.
Also ar 14th, schs H Curtis', Haskell, aud Ocean,
Pearce, Portland.
Sailed 14th, shin Isabella. Allen, Rotterdam; bark
Kedron, Ferrell, New Orleans.
Went to sea 10th, brig Queen Victoria, for Detna-

New York. July 14.
The market rate for money on call loans is six
per
eeut., with a few transactions to the leading stork
firms at tire per cent., and a greater
proportion at
seven per cent.
I'rime commercial paper is in demand at five to seven per cent.,
according to the dates
of maturity.
At the mnrnicg hoard gold opened at 1151. and advanced rapidly to 116f, and clewed at 116]; at the second board it was sold at 116J. In the
open market
the price is 116] to 1164. Silver is selling at ten to
twelve premium; nickel cents at four to five; aud the
old demand notes at seven and a half to ten
premium.
foreign exchange is unsettled, and the closing rate
for hankers* sixty
day sterling bills is 128].
The cost of sixty day sterling hills for
remitting
gold double eagles to London at 116] is 127; this calculation covers insurance aud a commission. The
most eligible and
remitUiuces for importeis
are American produce.
These will give exchange at
108 to 110.

Europa.

THE

SHIP

in addition a second I.ieut- for each
company,
who shall be mustered into the service at the
commencement of the organization, with authority to muster in recruits as they are enlisted.
Any recruits after enlistment, found unfit
for service by medical inspection, shall he discharged ami all expenses deducted from the
pay of such second Lieutenant. Any officers
thus appointed are only entitled to be
paid on
muster and the pay roll of his
company, and
if failing to secure an organized
company
within a reasonable time designated by his
Governor, his men will be transferred to some
other company, his appointment revoked and
lie discharged without pay unless his Governor
thinks proper to give him a position in the
company to which his men are transferred.
Hermits will be sent to the regimental rendezvous at least once a week. If found unfit
for service, they will lie discharged forthwith.
As soon as the organization of a regiment is
complete, it will be carefully inspected by the
mustering officer of the State, who will see
that at least all the minimum number of each
company is present. No absentees, unless in
the hospital, will be counted. Officers will lie
mustered into the service only on the authority of the Governors. Until the regiment* are
organized and their muster rolls completed,
they will be under the exclusive control of the
Governors of States, and all requisitions for
quartermaster’s, medical and ordnance stores,
and contracts for snbsistance, w ill, if
approved
by them, Ik- allowed, and not otherwise.
A special to the Boston Journal from Washington, says: The President has been inaccessible to visitors since Monday, and there is
much uncertainty in regard to’his treatment
of the confiscation measure passed
by ConEven some of the memliers of the
gress.
Cabinet declare that they cannot say whether
he will sign the bill or send a message to Congress urging its modification, or promising that
(t be accompanied by a law compensating the
border State slaveholders.
It is proposed to modify the confiscation bill,
in order to remove the President's
principal
objection to it, by declaring that sales of real
estate shall only be for the life-interest of owners who are rebels.

t.reat

REMOVAL!

DOMESTIC* PORTS.
8ANFRANCISCO. Ar 14th ult, bark Oak Hill,

A

Borursia.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Liverpool.

in

and that

tare at Fort Warren sooner than
I m upon. If the Council had offered a
the same gentry would be the first

raise

to

throwing olistacles in the way of

or

they rer
large sn J

tuowu.

road

de|M>t in Xewhuryport was broken into
Monday noon and about $100 stolen.
The Newhurn Progress speaks encouragingly of the progress of the Union senti-

mi

ment

in North Carolina.

phia.
The City Council of Boston has already
tppropriateil $:>IO.OOO for bounty money for
recruits.

Hilliard

;

w

ill appear to-morrow.

A letter from Corinth, Miss., says the
Hartford Post, states that there is more outipoken and reliable loyalty in that region than
n
is

any part of Tennessee, and
in Kentucky.

disasters.

quite

as

much

TOTAL

Ship Carolus Magnus,

before reported ashore on
he lower end of (Governor’s Island, has been floated
•If. after discharging part of cargo. She has susaiued no damage.

Ship Mary

»lT The reported mutiny of rebel soldiers
it Fort Delaware is not believed at Philadel-

com-

believe their publicati'J would be of mischievous practical

to

hold of

I>

we

are

respon
United

the bill

y

munications accompanied
a responsible
name, except—as may soni'Anes be the case—

r

un

provided

t^e of

exclude

j

the circumstances.”
Perhaps it
would be well for such persons to remember
a

more we

and yet we shall

the Cabinet-Mcis opposed to Mc-

110
I ners.

nr

enlist

would repe; J* and w ish
it distinctly understood, that we ft not hold
ourself responsible for tbe sent!'/'tits of a corOnce

original

NEW

Antwerp,
Sidney

Tlie Tribune’s dispatch thinks he will
sign
the bill, but his message will recommend a
supbill
to
certain
plemental
defects in the
remedy

Hr*

Evening

surely—who are trying to pump up
capital t ause the city government have not
offered a
j lore munitlcent sum in the shape o*‘
bounties, and who openly declare on street
corners : i d in crowds that men "are fools to

lienee.
---—

their

A \\ o I r> of Caution.—We are told of men

intelligence that her skedaddlingr ford was
safely located at Coaticook, Canada, and that,
though he longed to share once more the comforts of home anil all those priviliges in which
“the unterritied" delight, his absence would lie
wholly regulated by the results of war. His
object in writing thus was that the authorities
(!) might get no clue to his w hereabouts by
means of a letter coming from him to the
terribly frightened, and well thei
may be, for according to Dnn't-ISoe-It's Law A
almnii-Natious, every man who skedaddlI/ in

loggerheads on
question. The Post
at

a

—not

a

Bethel post office.

'he New York World and the

penny-u

of our merchants received

comrades are

against

The World up;Clellan, and demands Stanton's removal. They had both better labor
together
for the
overnment, and leave the President
to look j ter his subordinates.
The principal dlfflti dty between Stanton and McClellan,
we have
doubt, haa been manufactured by

Majes-

letter yesterday from a former post master
of Bethel, who is one of “the gallant few,” requesting him to communicate to his wife the

veto.

Clellan 'and sustains Stanton.

dominions.
one

Kli/a,'

enlistment.
New York, July lfl.
The Times’ dispatch says the President has
been engaged all day writing a message on the
Confiscation Bill which it is rumored he will

holds

Rich.—Parties having friends who have
“skedaddled" to avoid a draft, w ill lie gratified
to learn that a considerable number of these

We learn that

and

'lection among the slaves
esters.

Clellan

Joseph P. French, Bucksport, Captain Co.
“K,” 14th Regiment vice Morris resigned.
Edward A. Skinner. Buxton, 1st Lieut. Co.
“K,” 14th Regiment vice Hubbard resigned.

ty’s

in-

Post

Lothrop resigned.
Ira B. Gardner. Patten, 2d Lieut. Co. “I.”
14th Regiment vice Roberts promoted.

in Her

c

Iff*

vice

abiding

resjicctimj

DIED.

ite Kids totell

an

“G,” 14th Regiment, vice Wiswell promoted.
Winslow Roberts. Brooks, Captain Co.“K,"

now

tions to Governors

We should like for some of
us wherein, on
principle,
iduct differs from a Union man
inciting

rvernment.

rebel

W. Wiswell, Searsport, 1st Lieut.
Co. "G,” 14th Regiment, vice Noyes resigned.
Isaac Frank Hobbs, Norway, 2d Lieut. Co.

are

Al Gibraltar 24th ult. t>»rk (
Vie,tin. Hovel, for
Malta next day.
Ar«t Mam-i'le, 27th ult, 1 »rk*
M.ry I.ucretia,
Bowers, ai d Our Union. Kent, Porto Rico
Ar at Valparaiso 7th ult ech Anna
Freeman,
from Bo-ton for Honolulu, she lost three of
her
crew by an attack from Indian,
the coant of Teita
del Fuego.
At Buenos Ayres May 29, ships
Beverly, Chase, for
Liverpool, ldg; Messenger, Hooper, from ( adiz.di**Richard Mitchell, Al:en, for New York; brigs Lagrange, Kimball, lor
ldg; Mary. Milton
for Boston June 1; sch
Price, Godfrey, lor
New York. ldg.
At Bass Ei d, St Croix, 1st Inst, sch Mary
Flmrna,
for New York 3 or 4 davs.
Cld at St Thomas 23d'nit. Martha M’hrtmore. Whitmore, Gueen-toa u; 25th, brig Mar.ia, (late Triad)
Mitchell. Machias.
In port 28th, ship Spaik the Ocean,
Kinney,getting
ready for sea.
At Nnevitas 22d ult. sch Authem, Brereton, from
Cardenas, taken up to load sugar lor Boston at f6
per hhd.
Bailed from Cardenas 19th ult, brig 3Ian70ni. Carlton. Portland.
Cld at Piet on 2d inst, schs 3fary k Susan,
Eaton,

Rumored veto of the Confiscation bill—Guerrilla warfare in Tennessee—New instruc-

In this
16th inst, by Wo K Clark. 3Ir Harris C
Ilarnes to 31r* Lereda 3!arrh, both of this
city.
In Exeter 12th inst, 31r Francis N Sawyer to 31iss
Sarah E Morgan, both of E.

their

Joseph

Charles K. Blackwell. Patten. 2d Lieut. Co.
“I,” 14th Regiment, viee Gardner premoterl.

foreign ports.

infantry
cavalry,
bridges. He has issued a proclamaIling on the Keutuckiaus to rise against

the V
this

Aaron II. Keene, Atkinson, 2d Lieut. Co.
“E,” 14lh Regiment vice Metcalf promoted.

“brave hearts”

i.

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

■

Appointments.—The following appoint‘menl.s were made by the Governor yesterday:

Regiment

don, however, is totally different from that
by several of the Judges of the Supreme
cial Court, and by the Attorney General
e State, who have derided that the orders
'r'jal, and all good citizens will obey. The
ty tor disobedience will be strictly en-

o|
he

you, but fill up the regiments now
called for and a grateftil country, rescued from

14th

Among

favorites.

our

it.

•*
Alexander Nute,
Jacob Gilman,
Oth
These were sent down to Fortress Monroe hy

It is

on

Bangor Whig calls the Oxford
county Skedaddlers “cowardly skunks." That
is rather an odoriferous comparison,
yet we
think skunks have most reason to
complain of

E. F. Allen,
N. K. Nasson,

the steamer

This is an

The

Corp. S. Nickerson,
Ed. Lindsay,

Corp.

difficulty.

Z & 'The Marinas Union saysbeans.squAshes,
Ac., in that vicinity, were' considerably damaged by frost on the night of the 10th last.

“

Jos. II.

table.

our

rourtn Maine.

J. R. York,

of the

course.

Peterson’s Magazine for August is

and

battle before Rich mend.

a

surrounding the Union forces, and thinks
the capture of Richmond will have no other
effect than to transfer the war farther South.
He thinks an armistice and then a separation

lar.

and

difference between an anti-slave man
rebel. Let them read and be benefltted.

ties

shall, before the downfall of the

we

can see no

“subjugate” gentlemen, with which our State
almonds; and particularly to that class who

ZW The New York correspondent of the
London Times points out the present difficul-

ans, are using their resources, among which is
time, with tremendous energy. I do not des-

Rally, RALLY! to the defence of the gloFlag.
Col. Jackson, of the Fifth Maine, arrived in Augusta last Tuesday, on his way to
Waterville, to visit the parents of Lieut. Col.
Heath, w ho was shot dead by his side in the

We commend the above extracts to the
“peace" men—the “compromisers”—t he “don'thurt-'em” party—the anti-“coercion," don’t

unless
as

a

dare to march to the cannon's mouth, and could
induce them to let us make War, that is all I
•
•
•
ask.
1 have as much prejudice
against the negro politically, and am as much
opposed to slavery agitation as any of you can
be. Yet when he can be made available, let
us make him so.
He would lie a poor soldier,
in my opinion, who would fail to use every element of war which God Almighty
gave him,
if he could use it to his advantage.'’

enlistments in such towns, while upon the
country generally, where no such encouragement would be offered, it would operate unfathe back

exigencies

of the occasion demands.
He, too. says the New York World, belongs to
the Democratic school, and yet he has just said

w

Regiment count the same as to other
new regiments, and so do volunteers to the old
regiments.

find them verified in

would his own sons.

field, always

that the Dana

be hoiden somewhere in Can-

Sixteenth

river, at or near Richmond. The report is
likely to lie true. We have despised such re-

what the

ould expect.
But in order to act in

in the

to

Volunteers.—Gov. Washburn telegraphed
Gen. Virgin yesterday, that “Volunteers to flic

the soldiers

daring; early

thought by some

ada.

phia Inquirer, the Colonel, although a secessionist in principle, treated our wounded as he

orous,

It is

I find the report (from a fugitive white man)
is that the rebels have constructed a new Merrimac—called Young Merrimac—in the James

van, and knows no such word os fail. He was
on the bloody field at Shiloh, and he knows

talk

Ey*

Convention is

before Richmond.

in the

common

as

the assurance that the quota of fresh
troops called for from that State, if all do their
duty, will be promptly made up.
rant

Our troops arc belie concentrating for an effective
news

no

might be taken as an
index of feeling, was generally considered liltera) ; as much as the city ought to pay or as

far

®“Thc Boston Post says the proceedings
of the cities and towns in Massachusetts war-

The conntry is at its critical period, the crisis of life or death, and history will
pardon the frenzies its woe engenders.

To the credit of the humanity of Col. Hill
Carter, named altove, let It be mentioned that,
as stated by a
correspondent of the Philadel-

so

the anti-war candidate for Governor six hundred votes.

for all.

ness

so.

Biddeford we are told, claims the honor
being the first city or town in the State to
"tier a bounty for her quota of the new
regiments, although so largely infused with that
kind of unpatriotic feeling which last year denounced the war as an “unholy” one, and gave

characters; the government is too busy to
do it. A few examples would settle the busi-

gloves:

is 286. The members of the City Government
talked the matter over, and Monday they were
ready—so we learn—to vote $S0 per man to
each one who should enlist, of our own citizens, to make up the requisite number.
This,

pending

does he intend to do

of

them their deserts would be to cut their
throats. The people must deal with such

Demo-

I lie strong arm ot the Government must
he hared, and justice must do her work. We
may as well understand the fact first as last,
and go to work rationally. If you persist in
forcing the issue of slavery against this Government, I say in the face of heaven, give me
my Government and let the negroes go.”
Gen. Lew Wallace is a soldier; young, vig-

wheth-

or

If you have among you those who arc disour people, a short way to give

of tlie old Jacksou school, and now listen

crat

teer and make up our quota of the 7000 fresh
troops now called for. The quota of this city

self-governing people,

couraging

civilian,

a

resigned,
York, by order of the President,
organizing and disciplining the newly raised
troops.
nor

He is in New

momentous than any ever bofore arisearth.

more

thrill

a

£5T“ The New York Times says Gen.Shields
has not

to have a half a dozen governments,
despotisms and anarchy. The

er we are

to what he says, and see how little respect be
evinces for handling the rebels with velvet

to stimulate the able-bodied citizens to volun-

of

Volunteers.—It is

of

needs it.

of the country. Two months will decide
question whether or not America is to be

cue

sickly sentimentality,

that can be made available for

Let them

at once.

Families

to

SELECTED.

hardly necessary to say that the report in circulation yesterday, that the families of soldiers
accepting the bounty of the State, would receive no aid,—is utterly without foundation.
The aid provided for the families of volunteers,
is given without regard to the
pay or the
bounty the soldier may receive, if the family

but each go himself.
Better let the harvests go uneropped, or leave
the women to reap them, and come to the res-

ing

means

WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

not ask who

Aii»

mistake about this.

no

people rally
shall go first,

and after that

this infernal rebellion shall be pressed into the
service. Senator Bice of Minnesota, though a

Sherifft.

There is

lost.

Then let the

with the weapons of honorable warfare, it is
refreshing to find some men, standing high in
the ranks of the Democracy, who have no such
but who demand that all

UKiumAli A»U

Washington, July 14,1802.
The feeling here is. that, to save the nation,
the immediate support of the people is necesThe people in arms
sary-indispensable.
AT once to the rescue of the
must rally
republic, the nation, the government, or they
aiie

For KeprewnUtlves to Congre**,
Third District .JAMES G. BI.AINE, of Auguita.
*\fth District FREDERIC A. 1'IKE, of Calai*.

July

weekly,
family—in
single fam-

The White-Kid Policy Denounced,

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

0

families of

money

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,

Aroostook

the

for

paying out

$100 per year. It seems to us that when
tlie matter is viewed in its relations to the
icltole State, no one will say that the city lias
not done nobly.

ily

•---

REPUBLICAN

now

from $1 to $3 per

in sums
some

Thursday Morning, July

is

fork,

stove

ned away

L Sutton, at San Francisco, from New
bulwark*, split covering board*, aud ear-

foretopmast

ou

the pa**agu.

Per steamship Norwegian, at Quebec.
Cld at Gibraltar 23*1 ult, C J Kershaw, Nichols,

Marseilles; Wildfire, Perkins, Tarragona.
Ar at Croustadt 2«th, H K Spearing,
Rogers, Liv-

“ipool.

( Id at Loudon 2d inst. Fawn, Reed, New
York;
anlilland Mauritius.
Ent outwards 3tl. James R heeler, Delano, for New
ork.
Put into Portsmouth 2d, Mary C Fox, Fredericks,
Vein Loudon for Newport K.
Sailed from (.lasgow 2d, Martha's Vineyard,Weaver, New ^ ork.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst. John ( lark, Lctouruau,
Baltimore; Alexander Marshall. Marshall; American
l nion, Hubbard, and Eastern State, Keating, New
i* ork.
Eut for Idg 2d, Albion, Williams, for New York.

xoauokc, (.of*,

BOUNTY, $190

TOTAL ADVANCE, $90 !

!

HEAD QUARTERS,
AlMCTAVr CKRERAL’t OmCK,
Augusta, July 15, 1*3
GENERAL ORDER No. 3».
In view of the exigencies of the occasion, the ComMEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !
mander-in-Chief order* and direct* that the Acting
Paymaster (icm-ral of the State shall pay to each enlisted voluutccr of the *neu thousand railed for by
theCienera! Government from this state. upon the
muster of each Coitipanv or Regiment, (of those row
110 «rm Bounty Land at the clow of the war. Rebeing organized), into'the service of the United
cruiting Oll.ce
States, the sum of thirty dollar* ($9t» at it* Regimental Rendezvous: and to each recruit for RegimeMts
j
NO. 4 FOX BLOCK,
now iu the field, the sum of tldrtv-tive dollars
(935), j
to be paid after his muster into Cuifed States servic**
j Over
and before leaving the State. This sum added to the
Telegraph Office, comer of Middle and Exchange Sir eel®. Entrance ou Exchange Street.
I’uitcd States’ bounty, and to the premium and advance

pay, will make

an

advance iu all. before leav-

ing the State, of seventy dollars ($70) to those enlisting in new Regiment*, amt seventy-rive dollars ($75)
to tlmse enlisting in the old.
By order of the Commander-In-Chief,
John l. hodsdox,
JulltidA wlw
Adjutant General.

Wantkii—a Drummer and Fifer.
W. II. SAVAGE,
I'. IV MATTOCKS,
JAMES M.

)

{ Reeruiting Officers.
BROWS,)

Cortland, July 17,1*52

dtf

'*""""

matters about town.
An UmiOHTLY AND DlSAOKKBABLR Hi'IN.—One

pleasant neighborhood

Portland is that

near

in the

city

XXXVIIth

TELEGRAPHIC

Washington, July

TO TIIE

of

.Skirmishing

livelong summer’s day, and the tiny sparrow
rejoicing in the general fitness of things, chirrup in unison with the £#iai feeling of the locality. But now, how changed! A grim. Are
eaten shell, formerly occupied as a grocery
shop and dwelling house, stands as it has stood
for three long months, a disgrace to the city
and a blot upon the fair picture around it. We

ONE HUNDRED

Death

Capture of

Amendment to Confiscation Bill.

attachWar News.

this week. There are

doing well,

told.
It gives

pleasure to

us

insert the names

of the following young iadies, as graduates at
the Girls’ High School in this city:—Misses
Harriet A. Dennison; Maria T. Hersey; Lydia A. Lord; Emily Desiring; Isabel Woodward; S. Ellen Grover; Emma J. Wilson;
Caroline

Pius; Abby Libby;

Charlotte Plais-

tead; Mary Farley; Louisa T. Babb; Augusta Beckett and Adelaide Hcam. Fourteen in
number.

Look SnAHr JtiOHTS I—The highway rob-

bery perjwtrated last Friday evening, ami noticed in our Municipal Court Report of to-day,
calls for vigilence upon the part of those citizens, who may be compelled to walk through
our streets at a late hour of night.
This game
of robbery having become pretty well “played
out” in the larger cities, it may he that rogues
will try it on here. If so, be ready to meet
them!
Bots be Cabefi'l.—W

alking

one

of

upon
we noticed an urchin

wharves

v ini

off and hould his

w

public
berg's Band

Bounty

hist.”

casion.

tyExaminations
supervision

tee, will

occur

as

of the Public Schools,
of the School Commitfollows :

EyThe Alumni of tbe City High School
give a Levee to their friends at the Senate
Chamber of the New City Hall, tomorrow evening.
Nobto America: By Anthony Trollope; author of “The West Indies and the Spanish
Main.”
This new issue from the press of J. P.
Lippineott, & Co., Philadelphia, a full notice of
which appeared in our columns, is for sale in
this city by Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, Exchange street, who have our thanks for a copy.

HONOR, JUDGE LANE.

July lfi. 1802.
Alexander MeKurcher and Benj. M. Moore
were brought before the court tills
morning,
charged with having robbed the person of
Captain-, a stranger iu the city, of the
aum of two hundred dollars, on the
evening of
Friday last.
The charge being fully substantiated, His
Honor ordered them to recognize in the sum
of live hundred dollars each, to appear at the
present term of the Supreme Judicial Court.
In default of which they were committed.

The facts
lows :

A

as

made known to us

stranger

fol-

are as

city, Captain-,
was observed on
Friday evening last, to tender ill payment for an article purchased, a one
hundred dollar bank note. This being ol»erved, by McKurcher and Moore, they speedily
found means to make bis acquaintance, and,
lirst ascertaining from the person to whom the
bill waa tendered, that it was genuine, they induced him to take
to the

walk

British Steamer—Reception of
Vermont in New York.
New York, July 16.
The British steamer Ann arrived at noon today in charge of Acting-master Partridge.
The Ann was discovered under the guns of
Fort Morgan, Mobile Bay, unloading arms,
guupowder, Ac., when the'frigate Susquehana
and gunboat Kanawha sailed into the bay—the
former engaging the fort, and the latter succeeded in cutting the British-neutral vessel
out. The crew of the Ann succeeded in making their csca[K‘ after attempting to sink her.
Her cargo consists of gunpowder, arms, cartridge boxes, tea. coffee, paper. Ac.
The Vermont 6th Kegiment arrived here
this morning and were received by the sons of
Vermont, who gave them a titling reception,
atul a dinner to the officers at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel. The regiment marched down Broadway this afternoon, saluting the President's
wife at the Metropolitan Hotel. They embarked on board the Amboy lx>at at 6 o’clock.
They were the recipients of enthusiastic demonstrations on their march, from immense
crowds. Salutes were fired at different points,
including the New England rooms, the windows of which were tilled with the daughters
of New England.
Capture of

find himself minus two hundred dollars in bank
bills. Info rmation being immediately given to
the Marshal, search was instituted resulting in
their capture by Deputy Marshal Heald, the
Ex-

arr-it

is estimated that from fifteen to twenty thousand bales of cotton, of good staple,
will be sent to market from Illinois the present
year.
Resolutions of the City Council.
Tasseii Tuesday Evening, July 15.
Where**, at a large and enthuaiaatic meeting of the
citizen* of I'ortlaud, held on Saturday evening last,
it was “Resolved that a liberal encouragement ought
to be

given

to persous who

are

willing

to leave their

home*, business and families, to tight the battles of
country and uphold the honor of our flag," and
Whereas, the Executive of the State, in a patriotic
spirit, lias offered a bounty of thirty dollars for each
our

recruit to

From Washington.

regimeut, and thirty-live dollars to
enlisting to till up the old regiments;

a new

each person
therefore,
Resolved, That the City Council approve of the action of the Executive of the .State, iu reft?rence to the
tMMinty for volunteers; will assist in carrying his re-

commendation* into effect, and call upon the patriotic ineu of I’ortlaud to come forward and till up the
quota of troop* required from this city.
Resolved, Tnat the sum of M3, in addition to the
amount offeml by the Htate, will be paid bv this citv,
to those person* who have alreadv enlisted in this
city under the last call of the President for 300,000
troops, and to each |»cr*on, not exceeding our quota
now required of the city, who shall enlist within 30
days, payment to be made when mustered into service.
Resolved, That in the amounts thus realized, in connection with other
suuispromised to recruits, amounting to au advance of #80 to a volunteer in the new,
R“‘*
°oe iu the old regiments (with the
bounty
of #75 at the end of the war), and also with the aid
the citv will extend to the familn-s of our soldiers, if
should
ueed pecuniary inducements are offered
they
of a very liberal kiud, to
encourage enlistments and
to prevent the necessity of
resorliug to a draft, presenting inducement* which, to the patriotic spirit already excited in the bosoms of our citizeus, must till
up the quota required oftliis city, and that too within

thirty days.

a

the 9th

vicinity
wiped the perspiration from his face witli a
handkerchief, probably saturated with chloroform, he lost consciousness, and awoke only to

morning,—one party being found on
cliange street—the other on Fore street

to

puinp.
The pumps are to be worked by w rought iron arms,
turned and planed .and secured
upon a turned wrought
iron shaft, which is to be worked from the main crosshead by finished links, and wrought iron levers, turned and plain'll.
The paddle wheel is to be overhung, to be of
wrought iron, ami 26 ieet 8 inches in extreme diameter. I’addles to bo twenty-four iu number, 8 feet it
iuches long, and 15 inches wide.
There are to be two Martin boilers
opposite
each other, with fire-room between. Length or boiler 18 feet, width 10 feet 6 inches, height about it feet 8
inches; to contain five furnaces each; the furnace to
be three foot wide; length of grate 6 feet 6 inches;
total grate surface 195 square feet; total heating surface not less than 5000 square feet. Shells, with the
exemption of the bottoms, to In* of 6*16 iuch plate;
bottoms, furnaces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate; to be double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic test pressure of 60 pounds iht square inch.
Each boiler is to have a No. 4 Dimpfcl blower blowing into the back of the ash-pits.
All the detail, finish, quality of material and workmanship to be first-class, proportioned for a working
boiler pressure of 40 pounds per square inch, and
conformable to the specifications previously print' d
ed by the Department for paddle-wheel steam machinery. There will also be furnished the tools, duplicate pieces, instruments, kc., required by those sj>ecificatiou*.
The proposals will state the nano's of the bidders in
full, and of their sureties; the gross sum, covering all
costs and claims against the government whatever on
account of the machinery, for which they propose to
furnish it in the vessel, complete and ready for steaming. discriminating between the two cases of erecting
it in the saint* port and of trai!.«|H>rting and erecting
it in another port; and the time from date of contract
in which they will guaranty to complete it iu the vessel
for steaming, provided the vessel is
ready to
receive it twenty-one days earlier if the vessel is at
the same port, and ouc month earlier if at another
port; if not ready, twenty-one days or one mouth, according to the case, will be allowed for completion
from date of readiness.
The contract will embrace the usual conditions, and
payments will be made in the usual manner as the
work progresses.
The
are to be endorsed
Pmitogah for
Padiffr- H her! Strnm Machinery," to distinguish
them from other business letters.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or
all of the proposals made under this advertisement,
if, in its opinion, the public interests requires.
No proposals will be considered except from proprietors of marine engine building establishments.

placed

\

j
|

Washington, July 16.
the bill which has passed

The following is
Ixith houses and which removes the President's
objection to the Confiscation bill.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives, etc: That the provisions of the
third clause of the 5th sections of act to suppress insurrection, punish treason and rebellion, to seize and confiscate the property of
rebels and for other pur|x»ses—shall be so construed as not to apply to any act or acts done
prior to the passage thereof, nor to include
any member ol a State Legislature or judge
of any State Court, who has not, in accepting
or entering upon his office, taken an oath lo
support the Constitution ol the so-called Confederate Slates of America, nor shall any punishment or proceedings under said act lx- so
construed as to work a forfeiture of the real
estate of tlx' offender Ix'youd his natural life.
.Samuel F. Miller of Iowa, was to-day confirmed by the Senate as an Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the U. S.

bury, N. C. —A correspondent of the Phila-

delphia Inquirer, writing from Salisbury, N. C.,
furnishes

a

list of federal soldiers in the mili-

tary prison there, from
following Maine name,:

whieh

Tlios. ('. Iilaisdcll, Co. F, lltli

we

select the

regiment.

Serg. Kobert Brady, of Enlield, (To. 1). lltli.
Serg. Abner F. Bassett, Weston, ('o. II, 11th.
Serg. Jackson Ballard, Palermo, Co. I), 3d.
Dan’l M. Dill, Gray, Co. II, lltli.
Win. H. Dill, Gray, Co. H, 11th.
John C. Dalton, Gardiner, Co. C, 3d.
F. W. Emerson, Co. G, 2d.
E. I.. Emerson, Co. C, 11th.
John HUiner, Co. G, 1st. cavalry.
N. W. Jones, Co. I, 3d. rcg.
Mathew P. House. Lee, Co. I), 11th.
H. J. Moore, Co. H, lltli.
John Me Waller, Co. C, 11th.
T. Overlock, Co. B, lltli.
Win. Sherman, Carroll, Co. D, lltli.
J. Sherman, Topsfleld, Co. 1), lltli.
Bobert Strickland, Co. D, lltli.
F. K. Dakin, Jackson Brook, Co. D, 11th.
S. W. Towle, Exeter, Co. II, 11th.
('has. W. Troll, Winn, Co. 1, lltli.
E. Wyer, Portland, Co. F, lltli.
N. B. Waters, Newcastle, Co. E, 4th.
Black Soldiers.—Mr. Davis of Kentucky,
having denied that Gen. Washington bad ever
sanctioned the arming of slaves, Mr. Wilkinson
read yesterday, in the Senate, resolutions adoped by the Legislature of JRhode Island during
the Hevolutionary War, for the recruiting of
two battalions by the enlistment of negro
slaves, and ottering liberty to suelt slaves a* un
inducement for them to enlist. The preamble
to the resolutions recites, that this was done at
the special instance, and under the advice of
“His Excellency, Geu. George Washington.—
If Mr. Wilkinson's reading was not listened to
witli satisfaction by the Senator from Kent in
ky. it was by a good many others.—(Washington

Bep.

Iff- The potatoes are now growing finely.
The top- look vigorous and healthy. The
weather is favorable and if it lints continues
the potatoe crop will be a good one. Grass
lias grown rapidly lor three weeks past. The
bay crop w ill be a half lietter than our farmers
anticipated the middle of June.—[Macliias
I’nion.

BANGOR

proposals

jul!4eod8w

ATTENTION^
You

Will

O. M SHAW,

so.

rally

at

Commanded by Colonel T. A. ROBERTS.

S3P*Pay

ami Kation* to commence
of Enlistment.

Pay

on

the

J>'15

d3w is

For

particulars apply to
II. K.

$20

HINKLEY,

122

July 11, 1882.

Cumberland Street.

For Sale.

PARASOLS AND

and $30 stale
ANI) ONE MONTH'S
in all 5S*»o.

Usnarl

WAREHOUSE

Low IPrices.

a

No. 34

a

June 30, 18®.

“Partner,” Box No. 428, Portland I*. O.

Premium Blank Book, on hand and made to
older,
of every variety of style and finish. Prom
our tong
we
are
experience,
enabled to o«-r to the trade and

MIDDLE STREET.

than

execute in an artistic
Ornamental Painting, such

WILL

manner
as

all

STATIONERY

GARDINER Ac BROWN,

li .elected with the greatest care from the beat Yor*
cign and American llonsea, and embraces every article needed tor public office.,
Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

their (Honda and the public that
timy
purchased of Meaara. tHADBOLRNE k KEN-

would say to
have

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

DALL,

their Stock or

ROOM

kinds of

Ready-Made Clothing,

Signs. Banners. Landscapes,
Figures, Flowers, Scroll Work,

Alao. their entire interest in
Manufacturing and Cus-

tom

Ac.

Department. Having

secured the services of

J. E. FOLEY, lato Foreman and Cutter (br
Meaara C. k K..they hope to merit a (air ahan of
tb.
patronage la-towed upon their predecessor!.

long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several Years study
in the higher branches of the art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the ro«»st
elegant styles, and he
by diligence and constant attention to busiuesa to merit the patronage of
the public.
A

68 Middle St., apy.rite Phi Oflier.

fwjtes

June 23. 18®.

•

Portland Jane 33. MO.

CHANGE OF SEASON !
WM. C.

YOU

S. H.

BECKETT,

Hu
prepared himself by selections from the New
Sty lea of Gooda recently imported in New York and
Boaton, to meet lire requirement* of hia cuatomara
and the public aa to

DO

TO So. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door aborc the Britbh aad American I'jorcl
oiler, where he will accommodate all who mar be la
went of good, in hb line, at
very low prlcea.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
AND SI MMER SEASONS !

TRANK A LEWIS,
SJT Market Square, h'd Preble* St.
July 14th, 18<>2.
dtf

Parlor, diamtoer

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

in

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
And

a

•♦•Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23, 18ti2.

Geueial Assortment of

at the loweat price.
Shop on Foreat Arcane,
Slerena’ l’laina.

dtf

Ever brought iuto the city,

N. I. MITCHELL’S,
We have in store

Just

dtf

a

K. J. D. LARRABEE A ( O,
fail Dealer* in

Engravings,

RECEIVED,

Our Assortment of Artists' Materials
l« very rxtrn.ivr, briny nf the brut inmufurtnrr,
such as Winsor A Newton's (HI and Water Colors.
Itrushcs. Drawing I’apers, Pencils, Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. Ac.
Our stock embrace* all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
photograpors,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.
PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHA8E

of Oval.

ROSEWOOD

€ *Ut.

prices

Catalogue,

our

on

I

tf

MILITARY BOOKS, HEW EDITIONS.
m

r. S. Tactics,

Army Kcffulations,
McCIcllanS Bayonet Exercise*,

We have

July 12.18R2.

Exchange

a

sell

~

Molasses and Sugar.
nxn HDDS Cardcnu Molamra,
i*til/ 200 do. Muncavado do.
jr23-3m

OKU" HALF CHESTS
J*23—9m

1
1
lV\"

House-Keeping Goode,

Sl’.V

the Close

Or wtien

of the War,

of

UMBRELLAS,

Fier and Mantle Mirrors.
Ovnl, Square
EHptlcal framca. with
WITH
Koaewood, Black Walnut
tiUt Buiah made
lo
of
or

or

order,
anr xixe, xtvle or dnign, of new and
elegant pattern.; alao cheap Looking Ulaaeea aad
plaice rwd in old fratnea. by
_MORRISON k CO.. Ml. Market Sqa.ro.

AMERICAN HOUSE,
B<*stox, Mass.,
1 S the largest and best arranged Hotel In
|the New England States; is centrally loca-

Gill Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of aay
FIR
■lie
at vie deairvd—lateat pattern, and beet
order

ted. aud easy of access from all the routes of
It contains the modern improvetravel.
ments, and e\ cry convenience for the comaccommodation of the travelling public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large tra\oiling parties,
aud the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.
LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston. January. 18ti2.
dTtnis

or

workmanship—made to
by
MORRISON k CO., SB. Market Square.

Photographic Frames.
£4 OP A RE or ov si—every kind culled for. These
^7 being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we cun compete with uny market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2rf, Markef Square.MORRISON k CQ’g,
Gilt, Rosewood. Black Walnut and

To Confectiouers !

Oak
A T lowest caah
*V trade. Ship
order by

M. «. PALMER & CO.
Have just received

SMITH,
)
MITCHELL,* Recruiting officer*.
WILLIAMS, )
Portland, July 15, 1862.
dtf

they

And

EXTRACTS,

of

800

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published, in

a

sealed

Envelope.

PRICK PIX CKNTP.

ON THE NATl’RE, TREATMENT
AND RADICAL Cl'REol Siiermatorrlnra or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emission*, Sexual
Debility, ami Impediment* to ’Marriage generally,
Nervousness, Consumption. Epilepsy and Fit*; Mental and 1’hvsical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac lly ROU T J. CCLVEKWELL, M D.,
Autlmr of the Oukkn Hook, Ac.,

ALECTCRE

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant General

)
* Office,
}
Augusta, July 8th, 1862.)

GENERAL ORDER No. 18.
In pursuance of requisition and authority from the
President of the United States, the Governor aud
Conintander-in-rheif orders and directs that an additional

Regiment

of

lufautry,

for the service of the

Government, the Nineteenth of Maine Volunteers,
to rendezvous in Bath, be raised ami organized forthwith. Instructions in detail are prepared for Recruiting Agents, who will obtain their authority,
with all the requisite blanks for making enlistments,
from the Adjutant General at Augusta, aud such other nersons as may hereafter l*e designated.
By Order of the romtuandcr-in-f'hicf,
JOHN L.

—

•*A Boon to Thouwmis of Suflerrru.**
Pent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. CH. J. C. KLINE, 127 Bowkry, New
York. Copt Office, Box, 4586.
Juue 28.
i*4nidAw

large

Photographic Good. A Chemicals.
stock in this

and varied

Julll

HODSDON,

MASTER’S Interest iu a Vessel. Best of RefoO'uci'S given.
Address PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June 24, 1862.
«d4w
BOX 672.

4

Portland,

the Post Oice.

je*26tf

l ulled Stales Six

per Cent. Five

Twenty Bonds.

HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY.
LACES. EMBROIDERIES.

Adjutant General.

No 90 Commercial Street.

dim

extensive assortment of

MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS.

|

FOR

SALE

AT TH*

—

-AXD-

Wanted to Purchase*
1\.

an

9.

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at
FROM

Traders will do well to call st their room,,

seen

Square

FEET Shipping Boards ofSuO AAA I'M
"
™ IA
H
^a\rVr\."o"
perior quality.
For sale by N. J. MILLER.

July

144 Middle Street,

com-

Shipping Board*.

INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

When* may also lx*

is

MORRISON k CO..
26. Market

j«ne24dtfW3t

Handkerchief Perfumes

Country

MORRISON ft CO.

department complete,
OCRprising every article
used in the art.

assortment of

4000 bush.
100 busli.

July 15th.

Heavy Mixed Corn.
Northern Rye.
For sale bv C. E. CRAM,
dtf
No. 5 Central Wharf.

a

Square.

Old Frames Re-Gilt,
renewed by

On Hand.
CONSTANT .apply of beet Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, aud at low rates at
__26 Market Square.

Hotels,

public in general. Also,

qnanlitiee to .nil the
made and Bobbed to

MORRISON t O..

A

«

And the

In

Moulding,

Market

would direct the attention of

Proprietors

Monldings.

price..

a

A SUPERIOR

Confectioners, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,

Flour, Corn, and Rye.
BULS. “Superior" Southern III. Flour.

d4w

Corn.

RIVER CORN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at I>anville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
By P. F. VARNl’M, Commercial Street,
Head of Wkigery s Whaft.
jol2—3wi*

je23eoddfc wtf

To which

STREET.

ILLINOIS

1>T. I. ^^itohelTs,

honorably discharged.

BOXES Vermont t hrow—be,t itiiriaa.
26 Tub* Choice Vermont Butter.

Cora.

137 MIDDLE STREET,-- MUZZEY ROW.

FLAVORING

F. O.
E. M.
.1 1>

Fine Oolong Tcu,
do.
Souchong
JOHN LYNCH k CO.

680 Bbls. Family Flour.
In store ami to arrive.
by r. A. SMITH.
19 k 21 SILVER
Portland. June 23. 1882.

-LOT OP-

$75 at

60 do.
do.
For sale by

For sa!o low

an endless variety of of Small Articles
pertaining to our business, ail of which will be sold cheap
for cash, at

LARGE, NEW

LYNCH k CO.

Butter, Cheese, Flour.

ABU

And

dtf

100 boxes H. B. Sugar.
For sale br JOHN

Teas.

SKIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,

Street.

STATE OF MAINE.

will

and made to order.

large assortment

PARASOLS,

H. L. DAVIS,
S3

we

la unsnrp—art, and one can aJwaya find any article
In thia line, at about wholesale price*.

hand.

tv Jl'ST RECEIVED,

Pants, and iu this line
beat.

■

R. J. D. LARRABSE & 00.,
23. \M2.

or

BLEACHED OR BROWN COTTONS,
ylYLTS. LINENS,
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

Walnut, Ebony and

No. 60 Exchange Street*

THE

OUR STOCK or PRINTSJ

MOULD!NON,

Constantly

Notice.
Annnal Meeting of the Stockholder, of tha
Portland Gu Light Company will be held at
their office. No. 22 Exchange Street, on Wednesday,
the lHth inst.. at I o’clock.!*. M., for the election of
officers, the acting upon the Reports of the Directors
and Treasurer, and the transaction of basinets that
may properly come before the meeting.
JulAeodtd EDWARD H. DAVIE*. President.

of

that can't be

Every Variety of

very choice collection of Fine Kngravings and
Lithographs, which wc shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

large assortment

the most extensive stock of

Constantly on hand,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

JUST

Specification, may be seen at the City
Engineer’. Office. Sew City Building. Mr. G. M.
Harding, architect, will rirrubh any further laformation that may be doidrrd, at hb office.
The Committee reecrve the right to accept inch
pro|Mwal, u ander all eireumotmnee. they .hall cow-

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas

Oil Paintings and Looking Glasses.

A

Strrft.
Plan* and

always be found at

purchased at the lowest cash prices, to be sold at

Either for Coat

FRAMES.

Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
F.bony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval
aud Square, for Kngraving* and Photographs, at low
prices aud warranted satisfactory.

PROPOSALS

127 MIDDLE ST.

trifling anvance.
Wc have also a large lot

at

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

For

will be received till Tbnradnv, 3 P.
M., Jnlv 24th. br the < ommlttec on 1‘nblicReildlor., for building n Doable Three Storied Brick
School Home on the Window lot on Cnmbrrlnnd

CLOTHS, CASSI MERES. DOESKINS.
MIXTURES, SATINETS.
*e„

Manufacturer*, Importer*, and Wholesale and Ra-

Manufacturers of
GILT

J. H. COOK.

aider moat Ihvorahle for the Interval of the
City, or to
reject nil propoula offered.
W W. THOMAS. Chnlrmui.
jul9td

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

ORNAMENTAL

Evergreen Cemetery,

Notice.

Dry Goods,

cau

near

>»-Jm

AND VARIED

Assortment of

aad

eoddu

Bargain, will be given to thou who wbh
to
GOOD
pnrehue Gmveatonea or Monument, of any
deecrlption. Tlioac who will Ihvor me with a call
ahull be aatlaffed that they are baying a goed article

THE BEST. MOST EXTEH8IVE

TI1IIK attention of purchasers is invited to the
large
X aud desirable stock of House-keeping Good* now
in store, as above, comprising as it does
nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and
Crockery
Department-*. Being one of the largest stocks in tire
State, purchasers can find almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outtit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending n selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various brandies of
house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proviug satisfactory on examination.

Picture Frames,

34. 1982,

GRAVESTONES.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

June 23, 18fi2.

and Famlllea anpplird with Medicinea
Caaea renewed and vial. refilled.

book!.
June

To all of which attention ia especially invited.

Britannia Ware, TaUe fallen, and Plated Wan,

SEAVEY.

M.
Phy.lcian,

DOESKINS!

and

MEDICINES,

For sale at the abore store by

Coata, embracing the nicer
German, aa well as the cheapElegant Black and Colored,

Of a groat variety of patterns. TESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market afford*—Silk. Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and
unique styiae. Also
an assortment of the nicer
qualities of
GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS,

FURNITURE,
Dealer

Picture-Framing,

Done neatly an usual.

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock
qualities of French and
er substantial fabrics.
plain and Fancy

mi ix-

and

Book-Binding

In hia new atoek are rnmpriaed Fancr Cloths for
Spring Overcoat* and Buaiueas Suita, Rich Black and

SAUK CEL ADLAM, Jr.,

removed hb vtock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Retire fans, hprHusiin Fun CmA, it. It,

I3T, MIDDLE ST.,

Photograph,

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, whore
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at prices which defy
competition.
N. IT—Large Ambrotypes only Fifteen Vent9.

COLESWORTHY,

Hu

Merchant Tailor,

-W A XT THK-

or

HALL L. DAVIS,

4w(Uw

S3 Exchasox STtaat.

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
No. 175 Middle Street, nearly opposite junction of
Free Street.
jull4d4w

Ambrotype

PAPERS

Of every variety, quality and price,
embracing alt
the various styles of gold papers
manufactured, together with a Bill stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the
largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
overy kind in use at wholesale prices.

Mr.

ADVANCE TAY, making

Oar stock

CLOTHI2STG.

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,

bargain* in quality and price#,
be found in any other rotablwhmant in tba
of

can

State.

Decorative Painting.

dune

customer* better

oar

4 wised

dtf

Importer

!

■.laMi.kra |a nt|,

ROBINSON,

Wanted.

day

!

PAPEKHANCilKO
our

codtf

-DBA i.

STATIOHEEY,

-*»!>-*

UMBRELLAS,

All of which will be sold at

usual.

PARTNER, with capital of about *2000, in
AAddr»*ss
very lucrative business.

Best

£g

EXCHANGE STREET.

42

CITYj

Bounty

8UN

LEACII A

Bounty; $2 Premium,
FROM THE

BLAHS BOOK AHD

Ac., Ac., Ac.

BAILEY,

IF

Street.
dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

£3

VELVET KIBRONS,

ALSO,
Sfiikti.no linens generally.

Jyl5

Exchange

EMBROIDERIES,

Fishing Tackle.
as

6d and IS

MOHAIR MITTS,

Gcn«, Rifle*, Revolvebr;Cutliby and
Cutting attended to

NoYKS,

Portland, Jbne 23,18*51.

.August

June 23.

BAILEY A

U LOVES,

If not sold liefore the lBth of
next, It will be sold on that day,
at II o'clock, A. M.. at
Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDAl-L, on the
premises, or at tlie
store of RANDALL St WOODBURY, on Cummer
eial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21,1862.
dtf

G.L.

Envelopes-

■grflgatoftin^rate.

HOSIERY,

rooms.

and Stencil

Letter, note f-ap and lteeotd
white and bnlf, Gold l'ei», steel paper.,
Pena ha he
Fv.
Wg Bur M C*a« aj.o

fail line of

In almost endless
variety,

the Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contains ten finished

Repairing

a

STATIONERY.

DRESS OOODS,

dlw

Trout & other

Ho‘

prepared to oSfer them at
LOWER PRICES than ercr

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

the Land.

yoyes,

are now

Ladles will also And

of the best Stands in the
city for the retail
ONE
Grocery and Provision Business,'together with
the lease of

&

m*k* to order
every kind of Blank Rook used

Mantillas, Gapes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,
And

BOOKS t

Journal., ledger.. Invoice, Sales, Memormndnm,
Cash, Record, Docket., Irtten, Mimic
and Charch Collator. Books,

Immense Stock

For Male.

tVom $13 to $likj per month.

$25

bailey

Have thia day marked down their

P. F. VARNL'M,
Commercial St., head of Widgery's Wharf.

ACCOUNT

6« AND «S EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

Flour.

A

KEO 1.71 ENT,

ROBINSON,

m*i

brands White Wheat Southern Illinois
CHOICE
Flour, for families aod bakers, ftir sale by

-!i!-—■t

Manufactured and tor Sale by

Nearest

to

SEVENTEENTH
To bo

BLANK

84 Middle Sir eel.
tlio city.

In

tyHORSES AND CARRIAGES TO f.ETjulld—3m

Stand by the Fluff T

once

LEACH Ac

,r

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

GOOD NEWS! GOOD NEWS!!

PROPRIETOR,

Homo.
to I;fr)r,‘,,1rn™,,<-''ntral
Railroads and .Steamboats.

the Recruiting Office in FEDERAL STREET, under I'nited States Hotel, where
Recruit* are wanted to fill a Company in the

If

HOUSE,

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which contaius a complete list.

MEN !

DRY GOODS.

BANGOR, MR,

ready

—

as

next

THE

—

far as liack cove,
of the dump, and after having
a

to.

—

in tills

We are told by a gentleman wito has been
witli him throughout, that witli fifteen thousand men under his command, it has cost the
Government nothing for forage, and very
iittle, comparatively, for pay. One instance of
his readiness may be related: He took a fort
composed chiefly of cotton bales; he first made
these bales a floating bridge, over which he
carried all his wagons and troops, and he then
shipped them to Nashville by railroad, and lie
soid them for twenty thousand dollars in gold

over.

j

Court.

Evening

Jjf””Three of the present Governors of
New England States are natives of Maine;—
The Senate then went into executive session. ! Governor Washburn was l»>ni in Livermore:
Governor Berry of New Hampshire was born
Adjourned.
in what is now the town of West Bath: Gov.
HOUSE.
Andrew of Massachusetts, was born in WinThe bill prohibiting the confinement of solham.
diers in the Penitentiary of the District of
Columbia was passed.
Mr. White of Indiana, from the Seject ComProposals Tor Puddle-Wheel Steam
mittee on Cmdtial Emancipation, reported a
machinery for the l'. S. Navy.
hill providing that whenever the President
shall lie satisfied that Delaware, Maryland,
NAVY PEPAKTMKNT will, until thf 2>lth
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri
day of July, receive sealed proposals for the
construction or steam machinery for raddle Wheel
has adopted measures for emancipating slaves
Steamers.
throughout either or all of those States.it shall
Each steamer will have one inclined engine of not
l»e the duty of the President, assisted by the
lass than 160 cubic feet displacement of piston per
the length of the stroke to be about 8 feet 1)
of
the
stroke;
to
and
deSecretary
Treasury, procure
inches. The frame to be of yellow pine, strongly
liver to such States, five per cent. United
bolted and braced.
kueed,
States I Kinds equal to the valuation of slaves,
There will be a .Sewall's surface condenser, in which
the condensing surface will be composed of drawn
according to the census of 18<S0', provided no
brass tubes live eighths inch outside diameter; tube
compensation is to lie made to any Suite which and
followers of brass; total area of condensing surha« aideil in the present rebellion or to any one
face 3600 square feet; capacity of air-pump (considerwho lia« held any office under the rebels, the
ed as single acting) 25 cubic feet;
capacity of circulawhole amount of I Kinds to he delivered shall
ting pump (considered as single acting) 2& cubic feet;
inlet and outlet pi|>es to puiu)>s to have a net area of
not exceed in the aggregate 180 millions for
not less than two-third’s of the pump's pistons; rethe purpose of setting the slaves beyond the
ceiving and delivery valves of pumps to have a net
limits of the United Suites. 20 millions is
area o! opi ning of not less than one and a half time
appropriated for colonization at the discretion the area of the pumps’ pistons; valve seats of brass;
valves of gum.
of the President. The benefit of this act is
The cylinder is to have brass balance poppet valves
not to insure to any State
failing to pass a law of IT and
18 inches diameter; valve m*ats of brass.—
of emancipation within-years from the
.Steam valve to be arranged with .Stevens’ cut off.—
date of this act and providing for the entire
The whole valve gear to be fiuished and anauged
for working hooked on back as well as ahead.
and complete emancipation within 20 years.
The cross-head to be of wrought iron and finished.
Referred to the Committee of the wiioie and
The cranks to be of wrought iron, turned and
planed.
10.000 copies ordered to lie printed.
The shaft to be of wrought iron turned. Inc cutboard journal is to be three feet in length.
Mr. Kellogg offered a resolution, empowerAll
cylinder covers, valve-chest and puinp bonnets,
ing the President to call out one million of with their
bolts and nuts and links and counseling
men for the army, but the House refused to
rods to be finished.
A plunger feed pump and bilge pump, of brass, to
suspend the rules to receive it.
be provided of 2j cubic feet capacity ; valves of gum,
Thc hill admitting Western Virginia was
to have a net opening of twice the capacity of the
to December.
Laid

Philadelphia. July 16.
The Uiclitniinil Enquirer of the 12th s|>eaks
of Gen. McC'lfllau’a defensive altitude under
the cover of his gunlioats, as fixed. His only
demonstration on the confederate lines until he
shall have become resuscitated from his late
defeats, must eousist of indecisive raids to
post|Hined
The hill amendatory of the militia act of
keep up the spirit of his men. “In the mean1795 was taken up. It authorizes the Presitime," it says, “we must turn our eye to tlie
dent
to call out the militia, not
West for more startling events. Tlie moveexceeding nine
ments of Unt il, and tlie consequent operations
months, and the employment of blacks. Passed under operation of the previous question.
of our own army, are now watched w ith enerThe Confiscation hill, as amended by the
gy and confidence by the government.”
Senate, was received, and after several dilaThe Enquirer also says: “The enemy has
been displaying considerable activity of movetory motions a vote was taken oil its adoption,
when it was found that no quorum was presment in tlie vicinity of tlie Upper Rappahannock, in the gathering of 5000 men at Warren- ent. Another vote was taken and the .Senate
amendments were agreed to 83 against 21.
ton, and detached bodies, amounting in tlie
The House concurred in the Senate propoaggregate to a considerable army at various
sition
that all sections of the internal tax hill
points, stretching from Cutlett s Station, in
Faquier, through Warrenton, Aniesville, and ! requiring any thing to be done on and after
Washington to Sperryville, at the base of tlie ; July and August, are amended so as to mean
that such things shall not be done later than
Rlue Ridge, in Rappahannock County. Gen.
the 1st of October. Adjourned.
Ricketts is quartered on the road from Warrentoii to the Springs.”
The Petersburg Express of the 11th, reports
Stock Market.
the shelling of Hamilton, N. C., by federal
New Yoke. July lfi.
gunlioats. It says as the river was quite high
Second Hoard.— Stocks dull and rather wrierthey would probably attempt to reach Weldon.
I hicago and IJoik Island til;
Chicago, ltiirltngton a
yuinev. 76; Cleveland mnd Toledo, 45$; Illinois On*
Maj. Austin E. .Smith, son of “Extra Billy
tral
461;
.Southern
Hciip,
^uaranteod, 52#;
Smith," and formerly navy agrnt at San Fran- hrie 1-4 bond*. Michigan
VJ; American tfold, 1 17$; N. Y. t’cucisco, died from the wounds received in tlie
tra).
Mich Central, 57$; Illinois War loan, ho;
battles before Richmond. It will be rememr. S. Sixe* lHtJjt coupons. 100; Pacific Mail, 101; Hisi‘ouri Sixes, 64 a 74; Treasury 7 3-10, 10*.
bered that lie was arrested on the Isthnius^ind
confined at Fort Warren, and was exchanged
New York Market.
only a few weeks since.
The Richmond Despatch announces the arXkw York. July 1ft.
Cotton firmer—talcs 1400 bales at 45] a 46] for
rival there of the Pittsburg Sanitary Commitmiddling upland.
tee, 12 in number, who were taken prisoners at
Flour—Slate and Western ft rents higher. SuperSavage Farm.
fine—State 4 55 a 4 HO; Kxtra do 5 00a 5 10. Western,
Gen. Robinson, with a large cavalry force,
4 50 a G 7ft; Itnund llnoii t Hiio, ft 15 a 6 J». Southern
firmer—Mixed to good ft 7ft; fancy and extra, 6 HO a
still holds the enemy in check at Harrison6 7ft ; 4 anada, ftc lietter; Kxtra 5 oft a *5 2ft.
burg.
Wheat lc better
4'hicogo Spring, 1 04 * 109;
Milwaukie Club, 1 09 a 1 12; Amber Iowa, 1 13a 1 14:
Western
Winter
1
12 a 1 25; White Western. 1 24
Ked
The Affair at Murfreesboro.
Canada, 12ft; Amber Michigan, 12fta 127; White
1
35
Michigan,
Nakhvii.i.e, July 14.
Corn, lc higher—tales: Mixed Western 51 a 52].
Special lo Herald says the rebels had evacHeef unchanged.
uated Murfeesboro. The killed on both sides
Pork firmer—Mess 11 00 a 11 2ft.
in the late battle is not over 50.
Sugars firmer—New Orleans 8] a9; Muscovado 84
a 9j;
Porto Kico, Hi a 9.
Gen. Dutlield is severely if not mortally
Coffee firm KIo, 20] a 21.
wounded. He is now under good care.
Molasses firm—Porto Kico 39 a 40; New Orleans
The citizens buried the dead of both Union
40; Muscat ado 33 a 3G.
and rebel soldiers.
Flour 3s 9d:
Freights to Liverpool unchanged
Grain 13 a 14.
No private residences were destroyed.
Enlistments here are going on moderately.
The city is beyond danger.
Maine Solducrn imprisoned at Salis-

will

BEFORE HIS

j

Southern Items.

On Friday, July 18, A. M.—Bracket Street
Grammar School for girls, Centre Grammar
School for girls.
Cougress Street Grammar
School for girls. P. M., Park Street Grammar
School for boys, Franklin Street Grammar
School for boys. Centre Grammar School for
boys. Congress Grammar School lor boys.
On Thursday July 24, P. M.—Intermediate
School for boys.
On Friday, J u ly 25.—Primary Schools.

Municipal

Aiio,

A Profitable General.—The New York
Post says of Gen. Mitchell

EVENING SESSION.

Mr. Chandler made a speech in which he
read from the testimony of Assistant Secretary of War, Tucker, that prior to the 5th of
April, 120,1)00 men were sent down to McClellan : subsequently Franklin’s division of
12,000,
11,000 from Baltimore and Fortress Monroe,
and Shield's division of 5000, making 158,000
sent to McClellan prior to the engagement before liichmond.
Mr. Chandler continued his remarks in a similar strain to previous speech against McClellan, and in defence of the secretary of War.
Sumner offered absolution to the Commitj
tee on Conduct of the war, that they have
|
leave to sit during the recess of
Congress.

Volunteera.
A LB AWV, July 16.
The Governor is determined to take the responsibility to oiler a State bounty of $50 to
each recruit, and is to provide a sum sufficient
for that purpose, trusting to the next legislature to endorse his action.
The amount required Will lie two milliou or two million and
a half.

are invited to attend.
Poppenwill furnish the music for the oc-

under the

o'clock.

Special

Exhibition.—The annual exhibition of the
High School for Boys, will take place at Mechanics' Hail, this afternoon, at 2 1-2 o’clock.
The

The bill for the discharge of State prisoners
soldier at Manassas, Dec. 2, 1881, which contaken up.
The section authorizing the President to sustains the following:
pend the habeas corpus was amended so as to : “I went on the battle-field one
day, where
limit to the time when Congress was not in
the great battle was fought, and 1 saw more
session.
than I ever expected to see, or ever want to
Wilson's amendment to strike out the first
see again.
I saw soldiers from Georgia grabtwo sections w as rejected lb against lib
ble
Yankees that had been buried, and 1
The bill was furt her amended so that prison- saw up
them pull olf their heads, and scrape the
ers will not lie discharged until
they have tak- flesh and hair off their heads, and take the
en the oath of
allegiance.
skull bone with them to send home for their
A debate ensued.
folks to sec.”
The Senate here took a recess until seven
was

.iuiy
to Tribune, dated Memphis, says
that 200 of Col. Fitch's command had an engagement with tlie rebels, numbering 450, on
the morning of tlie 6th. The federal loss was
22 killed and wounded. The rebels had 84
killed, wounded anil missing.
Another engagement took place on night of
the 7th. Col. Fitch captured all the enemy’s
camp equipage and provisions.
lJoth lights are said to have taken place
within 10 miles of Duvall's Itlutf, where a large
tbree of rebels are said to be stationed.

yesterday,
running along at full speed, on the outer edge
of the wharf. He, however, had proceeded
but a short distance when, tripping his foot, he
fell, and in striking the timber rolled over the
side, and, as we supposed, fell into the waterhut no—luckily catching at the brink, he managed to hold himself in that position, but before
wecouldreach the spot had boon collared by an
Irishman, and rescued, and with a hearty application of something toe-boot, was told to “be
our

The Newbera correspondent of the
Boston Journal has been allowed by Major
Hiclimoud to copy a letter written by a rebel

passed.

Memphis, July 14.
Gen. Curtis’ entire command arrived at Helena on the 11th.
The army left Batcsville June 24th, and
reached J aekson Port on the 20th. On the 2d
of July they started across the country. On
the 4th, wjiile the 13th Illinois regimeut was
coming down the White River with a load of
cotton, they were tired on by guerrillas, seven
miles below Grand Glaze. The tire was returned, and the rebels fled.
A contraband taken on Ixiard the next day,
says that he saw 19 dead rebels near the scene
of action.
On the 7th Gen. Curtis’ advance, consisting
of a battalion of 1st Ind. cavalry, 11th Wis.
and 33d 111. regiments, were attacked by two
regiments of Texan cavalry and a large force
of infantry. The federals bad four mounted
howitzers, which were brought to boar on the
rebels with terrible effect, causing their cavalry to break in disorder, naming over "the infantry, throwing them into confusion, and terminating in an utter rout.
The rebels were pursued by our forces, who
captured a large numherof persons, who were
afterward paroled. After the battle our troops
buried 110 rebels ou the field.
Our loss was 8 killed, among them Captain
Slocum of the 11th Wisconsin, and 32 wounded. Mgj. Glender of the 1st Indiana cavalry,
was seriously injured.
The rebels had no artillery, which accounts for their heavy loss as
with
ours.
compared
Notwithstanding their
long and forced marches, Gen. Curtis’ army is
in good condition. When they arrived at Helena they had but 3 day's supplies.

Savage, Mattocks & Brown, who have a recruiting station
In Fox Block, directly over the Telegraph ofall

Steamer!!

_

A Good Business.—Messrs.

city,

British

Sailing of the 0th Vermont Regt!

ed, by breaking the shafts and a portion of the
harness. He was, however, held during the
struggle by a firm hand, and thus prevented
from doing further mischief.

wc are

a

Oallant Feat of Ibe Susquehanna
and Kanawha.

ing
change streets, yesterday afternoon, became
alarmed at the noise occasioned by the ears in
their passage through the city, and commencing to rear and plunge, soon disencumbered

several other offices in the

of Major Smith.

_

the corner of Commercial and Ex-

men

“for State reasons,” to refuse information asked of it. Nobody thinks of condemning this,
and why should they ? The most serious results might follow the premature publication
of something that transpired. No possible
harm could follow its suppression for a few
days. Even din ing the Crimean war, restrictions were laid upon the newspaper writers in
camp, ami while correspondents could criticise
its sharply as they
pleased, there was an understanding that they should not make public
matters that would be
likely to benefit tile enemy.
There is no country in the world whore the
“news” is so extensively and so
minutely published as in the United States—this has created
a morbid
appetite in this respect, the people
seize hold of all sorts of minors, however alssurd they may be, and send them over the
country as fact*. Since the war broke out,
this sort of tiling has increased ten fold, until
it has become a positive
nuisance; hut we cannot see wliy the Government should be blamed
as
we
have
unless,
already said, it tie for not
refusing to allow such stuff to go over the
wires.

called up.
Mr. Clark offered an amendment that no
punishment should work forfeiture beyond
natural life.
Mr. .Sherman said if the Senator could
say
that it was likely the President would veto the
bill unless this amendment was
adopted he was
willing to vote it, but he wanted the President
to take the
responsibility.
Mr. Clark thought he might say he was authorized to state that he would remove the
objections to the bill.
Mr. Clark offered another amendment, that
the words granting amnesty shall be construed
so as to authorize the President to restore
any
property taken if he should think it necessary.
Mr. Lane opposed the amendment.
After along deliate Mr. Clark's amendment
was adopted, yeas 25, nays 15.
Mr. Clark then offered a further amendment
that the words Grand amnesty authorizes the
President to restore the. property seized under
the bill to any person found innocent. Agreed
to and the resolution passed.
The bill providing for a more prompt settlement of the accounts of disbursing officers was

Evacuation of Murfreesboro.

Chinese progress.
Hoi.d your Horses.—A high spirited horse
belonging to D. M. Walker, Esq-, while stand-

fice, have enlisted 32

KILLED 5 !

Rebel Views.

the nuisance of Exchange street.
We hope
for the credit of the city and citizens, to hear
of the. speedy removal of this fit monument of

was

sage.
Messrs. Wilson and Collaraore opposed it.
The bill was laid aside.
The bill explanatory of the Confiscation act

bounty to volunteers.

well remember the
feather in the Bremen*’ cap,” which remained for so many years

which he

war

was

can

to

REBELS

com-

the colonial press because important
news is sometimes suppressed at Wash-

ington, says:
It is just as well before we condemn others,
to look at home, and remember that it is no
unusual thing for the British Government

volunteer force for the defence of Kentucky,
and asked to be discharged.
Mr. Davis called up the bill urging its
pas-

at White River!

MISCELLANEOUS.

plaints of

a

Myrtle streets. We say is.—we mean
teas.
There, perched amid the branches of
the noble elm, would the glad robin sing the

himself of the vehicle

The St. John Globe, in noticing the

10.

senate.

land and

near

Justice from an Outsider.

Mr. Wilson reported liaek from the Military
Committee the bill authorizing the raising of

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

the corner of Cumtor-

CONGRESS.

Fancy 3Dry Goods!
M

G

PALMER,

ju!7—dtf

1.

C.TtfOMII,

a.

LORO,

International

JR.

I

July 9, 1881.

eo<!2w

Hank.

The

BEALE.

people spake
own speak from

As now, our
For, while the thunders of the battle
And ranks heroic break—

Apples.

Apples, Croon p bbl.
Apples, .Sliced p lb.
Apples, Cored p lb.
Apples, Encored p lb.
Bread.
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.

;
$200,000
to make insurance

And brave ones, dear ones, drop along the way;
And wondering nations say—
“Enough! O. stay the sweeping tide of blood V*

And that thev
mutual

on the
prepared
against marine risks, not exceeding
$10,000 in any One Rink*
are

principle,

and trust iu God 1“

Bread, Ship.

Crackers |ier bbl.
Crackers, p 100.
Butter.
Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Beans.
Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beans, l’ea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candles.
Caudles, Mould p lb.
Caudles, Sperm.
Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
Can I —< Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.

DIRECTORS:

Press on! Our count ry cries
From her deep wounded heart, to all her sons,—
“Fill up my ranks! avenge my slaughtered ones!"
And lo! the

answer

John Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. Gannett,
J. II. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patten,

flies—

“We’ll stand, undaunted, where our brothers foil;
And coming years shall tell,
How, for each brave that perished by the foe,
A brother’s hand hath dealt th’

avenging

Bath, July 3,1862.

blow!”

FIRE

men—

Her women and her babes—her pen and sword;
Her truth—her

Up,
Bravely

plighted

word!

then, let this your watchword be—
to die—or living, to be free !

freemen!

Eor using Expressly Prepared Mucilage 2
cents per pot.
Pencils and pens, $1 per annum.

Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

terms
THIS
pany.
All

Cement—per

as

continue to

Ifcvorable

as

those

property on
reliable coin-

liniigo, Manilla, fine.
Madder,.
Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Camphene.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

102 Middle Street*

talking in the ojiera, $10.
For calling for encore, $200.
For asking friends to take tickets to anything, $100.
For reading your own literary comjiositions
to any one, $1.'
For doing same to editor, or offering to do

Book and Job

office or other place, and not
name, $10.
For using any hackkneyed
cents.

Fox Hlock,

A Good Wobd

forth*:

Second 1‘Toor,

26

Savanvilla,.

ljg

BOOK AND

long he roams your pastures at
night, picking up beetles and grubs, poking
with his nose potato hills where many worms
are at work.
He is after the grults, not the
tubers. He takes possession of the apartments
of the woodchuck, who has quartered himself
and family upon your clover field or garden,
and makes short work with all the domestic
arrrangements of that unmitigated nuisance.
With this white-hacked sentinel around, you
can grow clover in peace, and the young turnips will flourish. Your beans will not be prematurely snapped, and your garden sauce will
be safe from other vermin. The most careless
observation of his habits shows that he lives
almost exclusively upon insects. While you
sleep he is busy doing your work, helping to
destroy your enemies. In any fair account
kept with him the balance must be struck in
his favor. Thus among the animals we often
find friends under the most unpromising appearances, and badly abused men are not uufrequently the benefactors of society.

JOB PRINTING!

44

“(medium).
“(small).

44

summer

"

Their

Almonds—Jordan p !h
Son Shell.
Shelled.
C urrants.
Citron.
Wil. Bca Nuts.

Establishment ia furniahed with all the ap-

prove*! modern machinery, and their aaaortmcnt or

Figs,
"

Book and
Js

adequate

to do any work

Elemc.

Lemons, bx.
Oranges.
Raisins—
Blue, cask.

Fancy Types,

Black.
Bunch, box.

demanded in this State.

Layer.

Dates.
Brunes.

Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

Flour—-l’ortlaud inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra'Superior.

Variety,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

44

Canada super No. 1.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
NEATEST MANNER.

THE

Rye.

Oats.
South Yellow Corn.

Billets ft Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

Corn, Mixed
Barley .^.
Shorts p ton.
Fine Feed
Griad«taar«*
Grindstones, Rough, p ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

BANK CHECKS, NOTES, ANB BILLS OF LAMM.

Bla-ting.

Hay p net ton, .Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
llidr* and Skins*
Slaughter Hides.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES ft GLl’TENED
WHEN DESIKKD.

Policies Printed and Hound
Insurance Companion.

02 g
1 }«j
11 g

1}

12

3’®

4}

3}

08fg

00

2}g

2}

03 g

06

25
54 g
40 g
53 g
3!* g
33 g

00
00
00
00
00

37}
60
25 ®
8
2
2
1
1

55
45

50 ® 4 00
37 a 2 75
25 % 2 50
25 it* 1 60
12
1 60

2 75

3 00

>»

none

20 ©

12®

22
15

8 60 @ 8
6 50 ® 0

75
76

none

8 50 (tv 8
6 50
6
4 50 ®6
3 60«4

(g

75
75
00
00

Portland

do

Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
#
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl.
Amiles, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice p lb.

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

00
00
75
25

(g> 8 75

25
26
25
25

@ 2 76

2

13 @
10
25 ®
80
00 tv
12
82 aj
85
25 « 2 60
none

15
6 00

®
a

20
0 00

none.

8 00 @10 00

3 20 a 3 40
3 60 •• 3 02
07 aj
00

10J
4
4
6
6
fi
6
4
6
6
6
5
6
0
6
4

8

60
87

@ 4 75

6
60 a 6
00 «t 6
25 a 7
12Jo 6
75 a 6
00 « 6
00 a 6
60 a) 6
00 « 5
00 « 6
25 a 6
75 (a 7
<»> » 4
02 it
50
3
a

O')
00
25
25
60
00

50
50
75
25
25
75
00
25

2J

75

65 'aj
88
60 ®
55
66 «
66
63 «.
65
60
62
17 00 n 19 00
22 00 ®84 00
17 00 ft 20 00
80 00 a 35 00
4 10
5 50

@ 4 88
7 25

a,

lor

12

*0

314 00
o 15 00

13 00

Sheep Belts, Green.
Sheep Belts, Dry.

®

70

Sort, 1861.

15

(g

16

(aj
n
n

11
a

6
10
1 70
1 25
1 00
90

2] a)

Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
And other

Norway.

Spring.
Sheet

Dispatch.

5J

5

Cast Steel.
(•orman Steel.
Knglish Blis. Steel.

LAW DOCPMENT8 executed with

00
00

8]nj
06* n

**

Iron, Knglish.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia, im’t.

7 aj

06
18
124
15
84

5f«

6j

17

••

11

a

14

ct>

16

aj

18

llfS

12J

Si aj

81
9

La rd.

1 60
1 60
6 %
14
12
14
15
14
13
14

11

00
60
00
50
00
00
60
00

leather.
New York,

Printing,

heavy.
slaughter.
American Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax Leather.
IitriI.
American Pig, p 100 lb.
".
Foreign
'*

WEDDING AND AD I) It F. 8 S GAUDS
Our

SHOP

Style* are unsurpassed.

No. 3.
No. 4.

Shipping Lumber,.
>piuco
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)
Clapboards, 8 extra.
P "
Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland. June 36,1862.

•'

daw

Notire of Foreclosure.
\VTHEKEA8 Freeman Whitney, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on the sixteenth
day of March. 1855, conveyed to Jairus K. king, of

Laths, Spruce.
1’iue.
Red Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks k Heads, city..
"
Sng.
do
couutry
'•

Portland, in fee and in mortgage,

a certain tract or
situated in Portland aforesaid, and
follows, to wit: Beginning on the Westerly line of llauover Street, thirty-nine feet from the
northerly corner of the lot said Whitney purchased
of Robert F. Dyer, by deed dated Nov. 23. 1863thence southerly on the line of said street,
thirty-one
feet—and from these two points
running westerly.
Keeping the even width of thirty-one feet, ninetyeijrht feet more or less, to the land of the Larrabec
heirs, as appears by the records of said deed in the
Cumberland County Record, in Rook 261
page 269:
j And whereas the said Jairus K. king, on the third
his deed of that date, assigned
day of July. 1862.
and transferred said mortgage and said
property to
Eli/a L. Whitney of said Portland, as
ap|>ears by the
record of said deed, in the Cumberland
in
Records,
Book 314 page 82: And whereas, the condition of said
j
; mortgage has been broken, I, Eliza L.
asWhitney,
signee of said mortgage, hereby claim a foreclosure
of the same for breach of the condition,
according to
the statute in such case provided.

...

of land,
parcel
bounded as

by

|

Portland, July 14, 1862.

ELIZA L. WHITNEY.
w8w4

Subscriber hereby given public notice to all
11HE
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken
himself the trust

upon
Will

of Administrator, with

annexed, of the estate of
ROBERT HORTON, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased. l»y giving
given him after the battle of Bull Run. Lurbond as the law directs; be therefore requests all pering that affair Gen. Lee asked him “if his brig- sons who are indebted to the said deceased's estate,
to make immediate payment; ai d those who have
ade had not better retire under the heavy tire
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlcthey were sustaining.” “No, sir,” said jack- I anv
incut to
CHARLES BAKER.
son, “I will stand here like a stone wall!”
I
Portland, July 1,1862.
w3w3
the

Pipe.

6n

15
7 75
7 75
9 00

21
24
24
26
70
16

«j
@

@ 8 00
a

^

8 00
9 25

Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pino—No. 1.838 00 @00 00
No. 2. 34 00 n00 00

AND

Milk of the Cocoa nit.—The London
Standard of July 1st, in the course of a long |

19 d)
21 ••
2<> a
24 a

"

Sheet and

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

ALL

8]®

light.
md. wts.

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

Country Riff Mol. Hhd. Shooks.

...

lirv RifT,.
Hoorn.
llackmetack Timber, p tun.
I

24
14
12
In
8
13

30
2
2
2
1
1
20
2
2
1
1
1
20
8

00 a00 00
00 i«00 00
00 </14 00
o;i2 00
00 a 10 00
46 a
50
00 n 15 00
00 a32 00
60 •• 3 00
00
2 25
50 a 3 75
15 a \ 2<»
37 n 1 t?2
00 "36 00
20 a 2 25
20 a 2 25
40 « 1 65
25 n 1 35
10 n 1 20
00 o 22 00
00 v«10 00
«

Lime.

Lime, Rockland, cask.
M «ln**e*.
Molass«*s, ( ienAlgos.
Molasses, < ul»a clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
Molasses,
Muscovada.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hluls
Nail*.
Cask.
Naval Store*.

65 ry

a
a.

1 05
1 55
6 50

n

28 (aj
on a
00
28 >y

Yy

2i)

10 00
6 00
8 00
1 70

Rosin.*

33
27
25
3<J

bbls22

3 371@ 3 50

ar.

Turpentine p gal.

70

12
7
@ 0
@ 1
«

a,

00
00
00
75

Oakum.

Oakum,

American.

Oil.
Portland Kerosene llluniinat'g Oil
Machine.

Clariuc.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
"
Summer.
(•rand Bank and Bay Chaleur....
Shore.
Linseed.
Boiled..

72
30
75
33
1 60
62
58
17 00
16 On

8]
@ 0 33
(3) 1 65

64
CO
•• 18 (X)
« 17 00
98 uti 94
96 @>
98
«

Is

7

40@

45

give an earnest, cordial,
support to the adiuiuistration of Abrawho
in
little
more
than one year, has
Lincoln,
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate. and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most

2]

enemies that Its

^ 9 50

61

4)

14
8

a)

16

40 ^
22 uj
20 «
20 «
05 a>
75 «,
18
14 <£

42
23
21
21
70
ho
20
15

(g

Top.

3 OO
2 60
3 00

anary.

n

7\a,

Sugnr.
Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar. Musco\ado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed.
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.

present

not with

a
a
«

2

8
3 25
0 (*)
3 25

8|
101
114

12
12
12

12f

g)
aj

38

©

00

©

I’lates—
Char. I. C.
LX.

34$©

Balciug.
Hemp

India.
Varnish*
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Dainar Varnish.

Wood.
Hard, retail.
Soft,
Wool.
*•

Baris.
Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at

sight.

rhiladeiphia.
Baltimore.
St. Louis.
Cincinnati.

it

of 10

an

nuuuum

uir

iii^

nurw'

harmony

of act-

city

Its Local

and State.
be

lb*part-

Particular atten-

neglected.
given to the Commercial and Maritime
no case

It will be the aim of its conductor* to make
indispensable institution of the .State, and a ge-

people of Maine, will give their undivienergies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, aud the exigencies of the times demaud—

known to the
ded

one

that shall be true to the

popular instincts.

The Portland Daily Press is

printed with

en-

a sheet as largo as that of any
tirely
type,
daily in Maine, aud issued every morning, (.Sundays excepted,) at S5 per annum. Subscriptions for
new

6$

9
00

on

months, SO cents per month.
Press, large, neatly printed,
and well tilled with the news of the week, and original aud selected Political, Agricultural, Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at $1 A) per
year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jirr weir subscribers, cash in advance,
less tlinn

six

The Maine State

1 29 n 1 30
5 ©
32$
70$" •"
(© 1-10 dis
(© 1 dis
dis
(<a
8 n 0 dis
0 © 2 dis

]

extra copy will be sent gratis.
X. A. Foster,
)
«I. T. Oilman, J X. A. Foster ft
J. H. Hall.
)

cent, is levied on a!
direct from the place ol
ner

imported
production.
AS 11 KS.—10 per cent., ad val.
BitF.A D.—30 per cent.
BI'TTKIL—4 p cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Till low, 2c., per

growth

or

CHEESE.—4c P lb.
COAL —(Retail.) From Hr. Province*. free, other
foreign Bituminous 81; all other kinds 60c ]>cr ton.
<'(IFFEE.—6c per tb.
<'(>Rl)A<. E.—'Tarred 2)c p lb. Manila 2c p lb, all
other 8c p lb.
DRUGS a?(i> DYES.—Perth. Acids,(nitric, oxalic,
and all other? u?«*d for medicinal purposes or fine
art*.) Aloes, Assafietida, Ammonia, < antharides.

Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap. Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver, Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla, Sponges, Verdigris. Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad vad.—llydriodatc
and Pmssiate Potash, Peruvian Bark. 15 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Acid. Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass, Flor Sulphur. Senna Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 j*er cent.—
Copperas, 25c p 100 tb.—Bleaching Powders, 80c p
100 tbs.—Alum and Sago. 60c p 100 lb*.—l£elined Borax. chromate and bichromate
Potash, Sugar of
Lead and Argots, 8c p lb.—opium, 81 P lb.—Bal3u
sam* aud
cent.—Alum. Sal
p
Quinine,
Sulphate
Soda and Soda Ash
Mb.—Bi Curb Soda, Caustic
Soda. Liquorice Root. 1 c p tb, and grouud do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 6c p lb.—Refined < tunphor
and f 'ream Tartar, 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid. Tartar
Emetic. Rochelle Salts, Gum Copal, and other* gums
resinous substances used for same purpose* as Gum
10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone, 86 p ton.—oil
81 p ox.—Alcohol, 40c
Cloves, 70c p
P gal.—All other descriptions quoted, fret*. Chicory
Root. le p lb
DY E Woods.—Free.
DUCK.—25 p cent, ad val.
80 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS

or

Copal,

lb.—Morphine,

FISII.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring 81:
Mackerel 82: Salmon 83; and all other pickled in
brls. 81 60 p brl.—otherwise 60c per 1UU lbs. From
Provinces free.

FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c. and shelled do,
6c per lb—Nuts and Dates, 2c p tb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prunes aud Raisins, 5c p lb—Citron 30 p
ad val.
GRAIN—Corn and Oats 10c; Kve and Barley 16c;
and Wheat 20e per hush.
From ftr. Provinces, free.
GRIN OS I t >N ES.—Rough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p cent, ad val, per cask of 25

PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Hums 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
RICE.—lc p tb
SALT.—In hulk 12c, and in bags 18c p 100 lbs.

STARCH.—20P cent.
SOAP.—80 p cent.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado and Concentrated Molasses, 2Jc p tb; altove
No. 12, not refined, 8c; refined, 5c p ro; when tinctured or Colored, 8c.
TEAS.—20c p IT..
TOBACCO.—Leave* unmanufactured, 25; all other
kinds 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN —In pig?, free: Plates, 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.—30 p cent.
WOOL.—t oasting 18c p lb and under, 5 p cent;
under 24c p lb. 3c; over 24c p tb, 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In block? or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc P lb.—
3ianufacturers of, 30 p cent, ad val.

to

R

wanted:
about

agents.

in

to

or

me
engaging elsewhere. Remember that 1 am the originator of the 26 cent
package stationery, and also X. E. Agent for H. H. Lloyd
k Co's celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Butt re s
flue Steel Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said, that I have the best assortment or the
most saleable articles for the times that can be found
England. For particulars, address B. B.
H! SSKLL, 515 Washington Street, Boston.

!

i.n.

FOWLE’S PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
THB ORLY nil CCRR

For BLEEDING, BLIND, uil ITCHING FILE*.
LEPROSY, SCHOFILA, HALT KIIKCM
AND DISEASE* OF T1IE SKIN,
One Lottie- warrant*! to enre every caw of pitas; two
bottle, in all other cam of tho above di,e**e«; If not.
dealer, arc requested to reftind tho money in everr
caw.
Only live bottle. In a thonranri returned, and
tbow wore rotigrtnetl Hetula. Hundred, of tatters
and certificate, are now in the proprietor1, powemou,
which can be ami on application. Send for Circttlar.
Prepared by HENRY D FOWLE. f hetniot. 71
Prince street, Boston.
Sold everywhere.
Certifiwith each bottle.

cates

MAVTISON'S INDIAN KMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue.' unknown of anyelse of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,

thing

(

for both married and
ladies, and is the very best
as it
will bring on the monthly micrnkmm
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
fc^Over 8000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a sinyle
failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health in any
mingle

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING.

NELSON DING LEY, Jr.,
K. S. STEVENS,
Republican
N. A. FAR WELL.
S. P. STRICKLAND,
State
EUGENE HALE,
R. B. FULLER.
Committee.
C H. B. WOODBURY,
T HARMON.
e. Woodbury,
BENJ. K INGSlll'RY, Jr.,
< LEMENT PHINNEY,
Cumberland Co.
DANIEL ELLIOT,
LUKE BROWN,
Rep. Com.
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L PICKARD, )
JOHN T HULL.
(KARELS 11. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD.
Republican
JAMES DOUGHTY,
oKKN RING,
City Committoof
WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M STEVENS,
Portland.
AUG. F. GEKISli,
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM II PLUMMER.

TENEMENTS WANTED.
WANTED—Convenient tenement* for the
accommodation of two *mall t a mi lie*, in
respectable localities, and within ten miuutw' walk of the Poat Office. Rent not to
exceed from £150 to 17o per annum.
Address Box 42. Pont Office, or
at the Conutin? Room of the Daily Press, Fox Block.
distf
Portland, June 23.

apply

WANTED.
RENT, of five or nix
part of the city.

room*, near

the business
this office.

Enquire at

W. CLARK,

D.

-DEALER IN-

ICE

JTF- All orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in any part of
the city, at the market rates.
2w

THE
This is
can be

ROYS.
READFIELD, ME.

June

Fainilv

2»;tli,

Railroad. Platform. Counter. Drugs, and Butcher * Scale*; Beams, Weights, fcc.,
sale at our Warehouse,

1W Milk Street,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymarch St.,
Boerosr.

Sold in Portland

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION
THIEVES.

A

Sold at Fa rbaxe’r
Kilk Strati Bortox,

AGAINST

Waiuocu, 118

Scale

by

FAIRBANKS A BROWN.

H BNRY JONES,
nr.ALAR IT

SHI? TIMBER AHD PL AUK
HACK MET AC

KNEES, LOCUST TREENAILS, and a geueral variety

of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Plank famished to order.
‘J2 State St., Boston. Wharf 150 Border St., E. Boston.

praise

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, 80DA,
AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard Athjvbvm Buildixo. Howard 8t.,
BOSTON.

"enclosing

DRAUGHT ALE ASD PORTER.

BURNETT’S KALL1STON,

dence whatever.

An

attended to. Write
to Dr. H. N. Matti-

Wash for the

r

Complexion has

no

equal.

It k

distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
and is

dftw2m

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD P

Emert k Water Boras.

White’* Patent Alum

inquiry,

M

by

admirably adapted

to all unnatural conditions

skin; removing Tan. Sunburn, Freckles. RedRoughness of the skin. 4c., curing Chapped
IIa.uls, and allaying the irritation causes! by the bites

of the

|

Mosquitoes, sud other annoying insects. 1'reparby Joseph Burnett 4 Co., Boston, and for sale by

of
ed

Secured,

and

ness

all dealers.

BY THE USE OF THE

Dr.

I’KEMATl RE LOSS

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Which is

Langley’s

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days,

may be entirely
the use of Burkett's Cocoa ike. It
ha* been used iu thousands of cases where the hair
so common

prevented by

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
d'TOMPOSED of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry. Yellow
V
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
3!audrako. Dandelion, &c., all of which are so com(Moulded a* to act iu concert, and assist Nature iu
eradicating disease.

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
acts directly u)mui the bowels and blood, bv removing
all obstruction* from the internal organs, stimulating
then into healthy lefioi, naonfiii the fountains of
life, purifving the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body ; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate ftom the system. Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundae.ee in its worst forms, all Hillious Disease* and
foul stomach, Dyspeisda. Costiveness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizzim**. Piles, Heartburn, Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels. Flatuor diseased Livlency, Loss of appetite, and a
er, a disordered Stomach or bad Wood, to which all
and Simmer.
an' more or lews subject in
31 ore than 90,QUO
person* nave been cured bv this
mediciuc. It is liigulv recommended by l’hysiciaus
everywhere. Try it and you will never regret it.
Sold hv all dealers in 3tediciup everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. «irdets addressed to
GKO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

torpid
Spring

[
•

!

comiug out in hand fulls, and has never foiled to
decay, and to promote a healthy and vigor*
on* growth.
It is at the same time unrivalled as a
dressing ft»r the hair. A single application will renwas

arrest its

der it soft and

Joseph

glossy

Burnett 4

for several

days. Prepared by

Co., Boston, sud fbr sale by all

dealers.

NEW
CORNER

PAIN T

OF

WATER AND
BOSTON.

Ashnel
Formerly
er

STORE.
CONGRESS 8T..

Wheeler, Af’t,

in L’nion

Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in

TAINTS OILS. VARNISHES,
And Painter*’ Supplies

Generally, StaDrag*, Sponge*, Gum*,

ple

juuc21d4in

—* at)—

Invalids !

Courage
CLEMS'

SUPERIOR

SUMMER

GLUES.

CURE

—AND—

Howes’

Cough Pills,

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has Utii established, that for the cure of

By

DIARIUKEA

OK DYSENTERY

In persons of all age*, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same rime leaves the bowels in an

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM’8 SIMMER CURE.
That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlnra or any irregularities of the bowels, all othremedies are insignificant, as compared with

MACHINE CUT FILES.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

FILE MAHUF ACTURINO CO.

THE

Are now readv to supply every description of their
Machine Cut Vile*, warranted superior to all othin use.

ers

orrirE and

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

HOWES’

34

NO.

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

That for a
Pains in the
remedy is

WHIPPLE

salesroom:

KILBY

STREET.

(Corner of Central,) Boston.

COUGH PILLS.

FAMILY

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest.
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

Mourning

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.

Store,

WINTER ST.. BOSTON,

20

Established for the sale

That a* an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
cases of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

of

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
Aad Millinery Exclusively.
wt>w4

8. 8. WILLIAMS.

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

GLIDDEN * WILLIAMS'
21«t.

School, and the lx*st of reference
given. "Please sent for a Circular.

a

or

benefit to those who pay it. 3Iost of this sum come*
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it. but once |*aid they can never yet it back, and they
are compiled to suffer the wrong in sDeuce, not daring to expose the cheat for fi*ar of e.r/tosiny themselves. Ail this comes from trusting, without
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagant assertions, iu
of
thcmselre*.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's w ord, no matter what his
profession* are. hut 3IAKE INQUIRY :—ft will co«t
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine cases out of ten are
boyns. there is no safety in trusting any yf them, unless vou know who ami what they are.
one stamp
tY*Dr. 31. will send fkkk. by
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
and on Private tfiseases generally giving most fall
information, with the most undouhtnl references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of any "confi-

QUARTER of the Summer Session

Institution will commence
MONDAY, JULY

;tot

REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 28 Union Street. Providence, R. I.
fyThia speciality embraces all diseases of a private nature both of 31 EN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ "practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
cri ousultations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicine* will he sent bv Express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the l nited
State*. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hnudred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New Euglanq alone, without any

BON, as above.
.June 23.

COMPLETE VARIETY:

A

Hay, Coni,

as

at his

UWOrdcri by mail promptly
your address plainly, and direct

These Scale* are still manufactured
only by the original inventors, who
a re constantly adding such rrat anti
rahtaMr imjtrovrment* as their long
and skill suggest.

experience

edies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it is

EATON BOARDING SCHOOL,

SECOND
of this

SCALES.

warrant**! as represented in every respect, or the
price will be refunded.
iyBEWARE OF IMITATIONS! Neie genuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Vr. 31.

HOUSE

No. 82 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

KENT’S HILL.

PREMIUM STANDARD

er

-and-

FOR

FAIRBANKS

Pricer.—Full strength. *10; Half Strength, *6;
Quarter Strength, S3 per bottle.
tJP Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for Obstinate Cases, which all other rem-

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from ntirring sore
mouth, a >al'e ami speedy cure is effected by the use of

STREET

wS.l
_

It i« put np in bottles of three different strengths with ftill directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to a]|
parts of the country.

or

SILVER

Jane 28 1*S2.

case.

GREAT SPRING AND

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise
in the foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty *up|H>rt of the
People of Maine.
May, 18*52.

MSMALL

designed

i*

thing known for the purpose,

The

SPICES.—Ginger Root, 8c; Ground Ginger, 6c.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Cloves, 8c: Cassia. 10c.—

Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace ami Nutmegs, 25c p tb.
•SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.

directed

FOR FEMALES.
Dr.

Co., Publishers.

OAKUM.—Free.

OIL.—Spenn. Whale, ami other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Neat*foot. Linseed, Hemp.*<*ed and
Rapeseed, 20 per cent; Olive in casks. Palm. Seal, aud
Cocoanut 10, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad \ai.
PAINTS.—White I*cad, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per tt»: Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
21-2e p lb: Prussian Blue 10c— Varnishes. Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 36c per 100 lbs—Paris White, dry, 36c, iu oil,
81 &r>; Whiting 26c p 100 lbs.

be

[COPYRIGHT RECURED.]

projected

p cent, ad val.

IRON.—Pig and Scran. 86; Bar. rolled or hammered. 815; Railroad 812; Boiler 820 p ton; Sheet
826 p ton.
LEATHER—30 p cent.
LEAD.—Pig ljc p lb.
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
Mi >LASSES.—6c p gal
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—'Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad \al.; sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.

should

THE GEE AT INDIAN BEMEDY

Health and Strength

Portland, May 19, 18*52.

tb*.

HIDES A SKINS.—10
Hi »PS.—10 p cent.

communications

the sale of 26 cent packengage
THOSE
ages of Stationery, Maps, ( harts,
Portraits,
should write to
before

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
tyScud stamp for Circular.
jull—d&w3m3

an

nial and welcome visitor iu every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Editors, not un-

RATES OF DUTIES.

duty

ot

M., to 1

Boston.

sanity

an

An additional
merchandise not

Ail

cured.

legal

interests.

50

8f©
90©

will in

tion will be

02$.« 1 00

Sheathing.
Exchanar.

nor

iiiiu uiuflumuiii.il>

men t

© 5 00

6f ©

by maU*

be at the office from 8 A.

GREENE, 36 Bromtield Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be tarnished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free by
addressing K. GREENE, M. D., 36 Bromtield Street,

ingredients

destined to

seems

interests of the

<© 6 25

42 S)

Sheet Mosslmann.

days.

14$

6 00
4 00

Zinc.
Figs and slabs.

Loudon—60

14©

those afflicted with comavail themselves

The office will be open, and competent Demons
in
* “
^
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M to 6 *Tm

ple

blot

Aside from it* political department, the Press will
be earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best

2 00 'a 2 60
2 50 « 4 00
2 25 © 2 50

Domestic.
Belts.

< Mi

33
00
31
00

Infirmary.

Hughes has
a
attention to
dim>ase* of a certain class. During his practice lie
has treated thousands oT cases, aim iu no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedy's are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
iu the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temstreet. Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His rem<‘die* cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cure* without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new case* in a tew hours; cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
are entirely vegetaremedy is used. The
ble, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
local! v, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who' are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forget fulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or it
if neglected, are speedily and permanency

upon our
to resist the tide of

to encourage unity of purpose and
ion amoug all loyal men.

35$

31 ©
40 (©
23 ©
26 ©

the foulest

Press. and iuteuding that, alike in
proposed
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, wo
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly ditTered, and that, coming by different route**
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking to widen the difference* between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully

9 75 a 10 00
11 60 («12 00
7 75 © 8 00

Cotton Sail.
Flax

charge”
Greene will
p IJj-

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined his

sanc-

for the

Tin.
Banca, cosh.

jull—dm

Eetablinh^d for the trratmmt of tho»e diteanen in
both sexes, requiriny Experience, Skill, Honor and

institution which is the

»»

48

©
©
©
©
v©

©

Eclectic Medical
1

or

disease's,

of Dr. Greene s personalimmediately
attention.
t#t*OU **
omcv’ or

DR. HUGHES*

but

attempt
sweep from existence
greatest anomaly in a free
government. The emancipation of slavery in the
federal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a poacoful
removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil,’’ will And in the Press a generous and hearty
support.
an

9
6

41
3*5
61
43
38
63
1 00

©

constitutes

character,

events tliat

12|

43
38
33
46
41
33
43
78

one of their
in constant attend-

lady of experience

in

men

national

76 (ft. 1 00
75 tv 1 00
45 ©
66
45 ©
50

Straits, cash.

partizan spirit,

may be proper to say, that while the Press will
tion no interference with the constitutional or

11J
12}

8i^
6 jo}

Souchong.

a mere

rights of loyal men, it will neitlter apologize for

9J a>
aj

Tobacco.
6's and 10's best brands.
6's and 10's medium.
6's and 10’s common...
ball' pds. best brands.
half (mI*. medium good..
half |m1s. common.
Natural Leaf, ods.
Fancy, iu Foil.

design to foster

evil which

8VS)
11 g

A

part of the country with full

_,?^™,l>?rha_vin*
plicated
should

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

nor endorse any compromises
rebellion against the laws of the laud,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

12}

8 a±

may be seut to any
directions.

Middle, Portland.

of

It will neither seek

none
none

Hyson.
Young Hyson.
Oolong. .'.

a

conserve the great prinGovernments, the Press
the organization of that party,

free

in the full coniciousness that it embodies the true

'W'_

Tea,
Tea.
Tea,
Tea,

sec-

principles upon which our government rests, and affords the only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

71

Rough.

were

competent to

seems

ciples underlying all
will cordially sustain

8]

••

and tendencies

so

with

Linseed.

designs

organizations
generally become infected with a disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at

Seed*.

Red

in

in its devotion to the Union while other

have

Spires.

<

'only

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

7?

2 00

not

operations of our army and navy, but
unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities arc
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, iu tho brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its

61
6*

Herds Grass.
Western Clover.

signally exhibited,

the matchless

Soap.

Pimento.

the Press will

ham

61

Disvascs

t>R. HUGHES,

corner

Rheumatism,
Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
are successfully treated
by Medicine which

* e,«*lo

delicacy.

Politically,

6i

Sf'SJ
2$g}

N.

own sex.
ance.

and generous

20

Nutmegs.
Pepper,.

general

State.

none

Ginger,(Africa).

for

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

neatly

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as itg interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

I2]el

p lb.
Cloves..
Ginger, (Race).

and

in the

5Jg

Cassia

a

circulation throughout the State.

2 50 «, 2 75
2 12la- 2 374
2
2 37J

9 00

Daily Morning
news by mail

fullest

large, well-tilled, careftilly edited,
printed weekly paper, lutended specially

5 (a)
74
12 a)
12*
1 37 (M 1 62
6
2$-«*
12 ■.«*)
15
7 ri
8
12 <t>
17
9 n)
11
44 ty
6
6 50 (c£ 8 50

6]®

live
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(S14 75

PLASTER -Free.

Pitch.

l

a

13 00
a,14 60
<* 16 00
v«14 50
n 13 50
a 16 00
fill 60
7
Gpi.
7
7J

Soap. loathe & Gore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap. Star.
Soap. Castile.
Soap, Crane’s.

Renovating

intended to be

Press is

enterprising, vigorous and
Paper, containing the latest and
and telegraph.

Salk

Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt...
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot -p 100 lbs.

their esia^ial accommodation.
Dr. 11.’s Eclectic
Medicine* are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Scut to any part of the country with full directions,

~

The Portland Daily

N. Day, /Vei l. Rev. P. Mahon, Vice /Vei'i.
R. GiikenE, M. D., Superintending /*hytician.
This Institution wm established for the cure of Disease, upon tho principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such *4 Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Tlulmt and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint.
R*v.

DK.

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

@ 2 75

OFFICE 36 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

thFTadies.

to

and

—

Barrel, p lb.
Kega, p lb.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

8 60

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

HUGHE8 particularly invite all LuUes who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Timer,

a;
w

@

Eclectic Medical

BY

an

Rum, Portland distilled.
Salerutu*.
Saleratus p lb.

Coke.
Twine.

®

Dry.

First

freater

*

02
06
00

Iruu.

know that I have been to two universities ?”
“Well, sir,” said the farmer, “what of that? I
had a calf that sucked two cows, and the observation I made was. the more he sucked the
calf he grew.”
Sir Willliain never
eard the last of that.

Jackson.—General Thos.
Jeflerson Jackson, erroneously reported killed
before Richmond, was admittedly the beat and
bravest commander in the relief service. His
soubriquet “Stonewall,” is said to have been

4}

2}

5
09
1 flo
1 15
90
75
40

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

An Awful Comparison.—Sir William

“Stonewall”

Sporting.

Ride and

Brown, a pompous sort of a man, being at a
parish meeting, made some proposals which
were objected to by a farmer.
“Sir, do you

says:
“If the existence of the Turkish Empire was
necessary to our security in the East, the dissolution of the Vuion is no less essential to
the safety of our possessions in the West."

00
00

Hay*

the eye of a horse:
Take of white vitriol and rock nlum one
phrt, pulverize finely, and add clear spring water. With a finely pointed earners hair pencil,
or soft feather, insert a single
drop of this solution into the diseased eye every night and
morning, and in a week the film usually disappears, and the eye becomes bright, sound, ami
healthy. In some cases, pulverized loaf sugar
blown into the eyes through a quill, w ill prove
a remedy.
Powdered glass should never be
used in such cases, although recommended by
some, as it is much more likely to produce injurious effects, than to cure them."

leader,

1

Gnn|M»wder*

on

it”.

extra.

superior extra.
Rye Flour.
ltiickw ln*at Flour plb.
Corn Meal.
Grain*

Him

Somebody wrote to the editor of the Buryrus
Journal a letter of enquiry as to billiards to
W’hom the editor replied as follows: “Yes, sir,
we can tell you all about billiards. It is a
game
consisting of two men in their shirt sleeves,
punching balls about on a tahle and presenting
the keeper of the table with fifteen cents—or
as is most eotnnionly the case in the
country,
telling him to mark it down. This last mentioned custom has given them the title of
billard-makers. If you have a decided genius
for the game you will make a superior player
at the expense pf aliout $100. Blacksmiths,
Carpenters, etc., play it for exercise. It w as
invented by a shrewd saloon keeper who was
not satisfied with the profit on whiskey, and
was too much opposed to temperance to water

fancy.

44
44

Eve—The N. E. Fanna

family.

44

the Lake Shore Kailroad was tearing along between Mentor and Painesvllle at a tremendous
rate.
The train was the “Lightning,” and a
little liehind time. Suddenly a man was observed some distance ahead, waving his hat
and gesticulating wildly. The alarm whistle
was sounded, brakes
put down, and engine re*
versed. Fifty heads were protruded from the
windows in sudden alarm, and when with
scorched brakes and jarring motion the train
approached a halt, a dozen men jumped off
and rushed with the conductor to learn what
imminent danger had been averted by the
thoughtfulness of the countryman.
Slowly the countryman placed his hat on
his head and wiped his heated face as he replied to their excited interrogations. Said he:
“I was thinking of going to Erie some time
this yere summer, an’ I thought I’d lam the
price you’d tax a feller for going.”
In one minute more the. train was tearing
along Eastward, whilst a very muddy countryman was picking himself up out of a'wet ditch.

following receipt for curing

1

4}g

common.

Ohio extra.

the

1

6
6
4
9)
46
12
33
50
00
30
68
87
80
20
00

Frail*

The Cleveland Herald is responsible for the
following rather tough story:
A few evenings since the Express train on

gives

1

02 g

44

temporary says:

er

4}

4}g

44

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bav No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2.
3 (large).

The Proprietor* of the Portlasd Dailt Urfa*
re«i>eelfully invite attention to their fhcilltiea for executing, in beautiful atyle, every description of

Skiwk.—1The Am-

Agriculturist takes up the cudgel in defence of the poor, despised, but seldom kicked,
skunk, and gives him a good notice. Our con-

r ilm on A HORSE’S

Bed Lead.
Planter.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provi*ion*.
Chicago Mess Beef..
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BOSTON AI)VIRTISE\fENTS.

_MEDICAL._
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Mace.

02 g

Fi*athers, Live Geese P tt>.
Feathers, Russia.
FRH.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Bollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Bickled, p bbl.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

an

erican

All

04
25
40
25

2|g

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.
10 oz.
8.
Tent Duck, E.
.12 oz.

your

quotation,

14}

13 g

•*

callidg.

leaving

Litharge.

PROSPECTUS

none

3}a*

American refined.

For borrowing anything, $1.

at

11

g

6}g

Dnek.
Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Portlaud, No. 3.

STREET,

12}

03

••

No. 821 EXCHANGE

11

12} g
1 20 g 1 30

Wood.
Nic
Peach
44
Red

Printing Office,

22
22

13

Navy, Superior,

it $1,000.

later than 11 p.M. when

14

Ouercitron Bark.
Red Sanders.

For

26}

10}g
12} g
10|g

Domingo.
Extract logwood.

blatant wild

9

Neatsfoot Oil.
Onion* —per bbl.
do Bermuda p lb.
Paint*.
Portland Load, in oil,.
•*
liCwii Load,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Kcd.

75 @ 80
1 50 « 1 60
1 «5 ® 1 70
1 05 p 1 12

none.

Brazil Wood.
Can m ood.
Fustic. Cuba.

Sapan

9}

0 26 g
21 g
21 g

St.

POWER

00

8 25 @ 8 50
7 00 g 0 00
7 00ig000
7 00 g 0 00

44

STEAM

11}

g
g

g
8}g

Hvpemic.
Logwood, <'ampeachy.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

15

9

Dyewood*.
Barwood,.

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 23.
eod8m

bull. $10.

slaying

11
36

5 g
3 g
1 25 g
35 g
10} g
25 g
1 00 g
16 g
1 25 g
62 g
85 e)
1 75 g
10 g
12 g

ex.

17

2 50 (g 2 75
3 00 g 3 25
2 76 g 3 00

Sulphur.

Maguesia.

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
Odtoe

15 @
14 g

g
15 g
17 g
22 g
4g

Logwood

7
6
3

4 75 @ 6 00
3 75 g 4 00
3 25 w 3 50
35 g
40

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

Camphor,.

policies

business, $50.

For

bbl.

Sai Soda.

Company.

insure
of any

6 at
6 g
2 g

Drugs and Dyes.

upon which six premiums have been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.

“reliable,” or “donate,” or “proven,” $1.
For writing one’s name as Marie, Pollie, Sallie, Maggie or Judie, $1.
For joining the Curb Stone Christian Association, and waiting at the door to “see the ladies come out,’ $10.
For recording anything not strictly your

$5 jier hour,
For the boyish carulessness of calling

Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Cream Tartar.

each time.
(N. B.: engaged couples may
“commute” for $10per month.)
For using scrajier or mat before a door, 1
cent
For not using scrajier or door mat. $1.
For looking at a lady any where, $10.
For shaking hands with ladjcs, 10 cents.
For squeezing said hands.$l.
For not squeezing said hands when circumstances favor,” $10.
For quoting French, 25 cents.
For saying “in our midst,” or “jiending,” or

a

do.

6

$5 50 g 7 f*0

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

Cordage,
lioltrope,

5]

@
g

6

Carriage.

PORTLAND

iu use, 6 cents.

in church like

..

d&wtf

June 23.

For kissing any except relatives, 25 cents

resjionding

Coal Whiteash.

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Caflec.
Coffi*e, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
..
Coffee, RH»
Coffee, Mocha.

Fire and Marine Ins* Co*,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance,' is here offered to the public, at the fairest rates of premium
adopted by sound and rcsjHmsible companies.
Office in “Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.

For every button on coat, 8 cents.
For carrying cane, $1.

For

INSURANCE.

Equitable

specifications:

own

d6m

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8312,000.
Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8250.000.

Severe on the Fraternity.
The man who presides at the editor’s table
of the Knickerbocker has been examining the
He finds that it bears with terrinew tax bill.
ble force on the fraternity in the following

keys

E. K. HARDING, President,
C. HYDE, Secretary.

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8566^00.

MISCELLANY'

On all

E. K. Harding,
J. P. Morse,
David Patten,
J. C. Jameson.

WARREN SPARROW,
Odes 74 Middle* car. of Exchange Si.,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following First Clam Insurance Co’a:

on

Of dear Columbia's

O. E. R Patten,

E.

Up, freemen ! yet again!
your strength and hasten to the fight!
Tie for the liberty—the life and right,
Gird

Wm. Drummond,
Sani'l I. Robinson,
Arthur Sewall,
Lewis Black mer,
S. A. Houghton,

July 16.

Ashes Pearl p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

THE

roll,

for the Press to

Ashes*

President and Directors of the Rath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
Capital Stock amounts to

the inner soul!

on,

Expressly corrected

OFFICE UNDER THE SAG ADA HOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.

a

Fearless, they shout—“Press

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

MUTUAL

marine Insurance Company.

People.

BY MBS. O. A. 8.

Never

HATH

Daily Press.

For the

Lard Oil.
OMvc CHI.
Castor Oil.

THE MARKETS.

POETRY._ _INSURANCE.

11. M. EATON A SON. Proprietors,
AMOS H. EATON, Principal.
LLEWELLYN A. LUCE, Assistant.
d2w
1802.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
Conrpauy n large tract of laud iu Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for fnrmiug and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of £20 each.
Map-, with full information, can be Imd b> calling ou

THE

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
Juue 23.
dtf

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots ami Barks, and contains not a

particle of
does good,
By

Opium
and

or

never

Dkuu of any sort.
d«n*s harm.

TIIE1U WOKKS YE SHALL KNOW

It

always

THEM.”

G. C. Goodwill & Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. II. II. Hav. Portland, and B. E.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agent* for Maine.

-LINE FROM-

Boston to San Francisco.
OFFICE, 114 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
All roods received and forwarded free of charge bv
FIRST CLASS CLIPPER SHIPS, sailing promptIv on their advertised days. The only real prompt
line of ships from the Atlantic Ports.

LS^Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES 4k CO., Proprietor*
Belfast, Maine.
kwffmnol

&

V O P K.

Wholt'ttl, and Retail Dealer, la

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETAOK SHIP TIMBER,

Notice.
will be received

the Committee

Engineer’s office,
next, for the removal of the Piles

the Civil
day of July
Dolphins in the

by
PROPOSALS
Streets. Side-Walk* and Bridges,
until Tue&dav the Htli
on

or

at

Harbor oil' Victoria Wharf.
S*. W LAKKABEE, Chairman.

Other dalies please copy.

J A M K S

jc26td

White Pine
tor!.**.
wo.

Al*o

Timber for Wharves, Bridges and FacSouthern line Floorings ou hand and

ked to order.

(Up stairs.)
E and First bts., Boston.

92 State Street.

Timber Docks

corner

of

